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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The whole language movement has swept the nation. 
While it is difficult to identify an exact number, some 
estimates place at 20 percent the number of classrooms 
in which teachers are applying the principles of whole 
language instruction. Whole language instruction is
well established. We are in the midst of an
instructional revolution in literacy. Whole language is 
now a commonly known term in every school district.
Whole language principles are informing educational 
policy across Canada and in many states (Goodman, 1989). 
Now there is a critical need to take the next step. The 
next step is identifying ways to engage in assessment 
and evaluation activities without violating the principles 
of whole language instruction (Harp, 1991).
Whole language is a philosophy, an explicit theory 
in practice. It is a teacher's stated beliefs, the 
character of classroom interaction, and the teacher's 
and student’s underlying intentions, the deliberately 
theory-driven practice-not simply the behaviors- that 
make a classroom whole language. Whole language is not 
a method, nor are there any essential whole language 
methods. Some methods are easily made congruent with a 
whole language perspective. Self-selected reading of
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literature, literature studies, theme cycles for studying 
content, student-as-enthnographer projects, interactive 
journals, writing workshop, shared reading of "big 
books", and creating a literate environment are just 
some of the practices or methods with potential to fit a 
whole language framework. However, none of these is 
essential. If no method is essential to whole language, 
neither does any method guarantee whole language. A 
classroom with literature studies, writing workshop, 
journals, and so on is not necessarily a whole language
classroom. What is essential, what makes a method 
"whole language," are certain principles or beliefs, 
because that is what whole language is - a paradigm, a 
framework in action (Edelsky, Altwerger & Flores, 1991).
Whole language is a philosophy which refers to 
meaningful, real, and relevant teaching and learning. 
Whole language respects the idea that all the language 
processes (listening, speaking, reading, and writing - 
including spelling and handwriting) are learned naturally 
and in meaningful context as a whole, not in little 
parts. Learning activities are open-ended and involve 
student choice, discussion, and sharing in a social, 
literate environment. Risk taking and making errors are
encouraged as being necessary for optimal language
3development (Routman, 1988).
Just as whole language instruction has demanded a
fresh look at teaching and learning, so it now demands a 
fresh look at assessment and evaluation (Harp, 1991).
"Today, more than ever before in education, teachers
are asked to be accountable for student achievement and
progress in reading and writing. Reguardless of grade 
level taught, teachers need to develop an accurate 
appraisal of each student in their classroom. It is 
also important for each student to develop a sense of
his or her achievements. We have found that teachers
and students who critically analyze the contents of 
reading and writing portfolios over time will develop a 
comprehensive understanding of achievement and growth 
that is rooted in the students* actual performance." 
(Tierney, 1991, p. 93)
Portfolio assessment is based on the selection of a
representative, ongoing, and changing collection of work 
samples. Usually the pieces are stored in a large 
folder or portfolio. Students look at their work over 
time and make reflective decisions about what might go 
into their portfolios. Through continued student 
examination, discussion and reflection, the portfolio
4can become a vehicle for continued growth in the learning 
process. What is significant is not the collection 
itself but what the collection represents, or how it 
demonstrates the learning process that has taken place 
and especially the insights the learner has gained 
(Routman, 1991).
Portfolios in reading and writing classrooms, help 
students to: make a collection of meaningful work, 
reflect on their strengths and needs, set personal 
goals, see their own progress over time, think about 
ideas presented in their work, look at a variety of 
work, see effort put forth, have a clear understanding 
of their work, and feel that their work has personal 
relevance (Tierney, 1991).
Portfolios offer teachers a sensitive, flexible 
procedure by which to assess student work. Teachers 
obtain a richer, clearer view of their students across
time and have available to them records of what students
are actually doing. With portfolios, teachers have a 
vehicle for pursuing assessment practices that are 
student-centered and focus on helping the learners 
assess themselves (Tierney, 1991).
In addition, parents are engaged in seeing first­
hand what students are achieving and administrators have
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a vehicle for pursuing audits of classrooms and individual 
performance that represents what their students and 
classes are doing.
There are however, problems in carrying out the 
portfolio concept. There is a real danger, especially 
when the procedure is mandated, that portfolios will 
become collection silos - storage bins filled with data 
serving no useful purpose. Just because work is in 
folders or on tapes, or checkmarks or grades are in a 
teacher's record book, does not mean evaluation has 
taken place (Routman, 1991).
Assessment and evaluation is whole language classrooms 
requires a new look at the purposes of evaluation. We 
must ask ourselves who evaluation is for. The answer is 
first for our students so that they may watch and 
understand their own progress. Second, evaluation is 
for teachers. Third, it is for the school, to let 
administrators, other teachers, and parents know how a 
child is doing. Finally, evaluation is for the general 
public and legislators (Harp, 1991).
As teachers, portfolio assessment helps in the 
evaluation of teaching effectiveness and instructional 
decisions. Similarly, assessment activities in which
students are engaged in evaluation of their own learning
6helps them reflect on and understand their own strengths 
and needs, and instills responsibility for their own 
learning (Tierfney, 1991).
It is when students and teachers are collaboratively 
involved in assessment that the greatest benifit is 
achieved. Collaborative assessment strengthens the bond 
between student and teacher and establishes them as 
partners in learning. Collaborative assessment precipitates 
meaningful dialogue about the criteria and process we 
use in evaluation and provides an important model for 
students as they become self-evaluators. These 
principles provide a powerful rationale for proposing a 
portfolio approach. No single test, single observation, 
or single piece of student work could possibly capture 
the authentic, continuous, multidimentional, interactive 
requirement of sound assessment (Valencia, 1990).
Definitions of Terms Used
Whole Language: A philosophy which refers to 
meaningful, real, and relevant teaching and learning.
Whole language respects the idea that all the language 
processes are learned naturally and in meaningful context 
as a whole, not in parts. Learning activities are open- 
ended and involve student choice, discussion, and sharing 
in a social, literate environment. Risk taking and
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making errors are encouraged as being necessary for 
optimal language development (Routman, 1988).
Portfolios: Portfolios are systematic collections 
by both student and teachers. They serve as the basis 
to examine effort, improvement, processes, and achievement 
as well as to meet the accountability demands usually 
achieved by more formal testing. Portfolios are not 
objects. They are vehicles for ongoing assessment by 
students. They represent activities and processes more 
than they do products (Tierney, 1991).
Developmental Spelling: When a child writes whatever 
sound he or she hears in a word (or remembers having 
seen in a spelling). Children tend to begin their 
inventing of spelling by writing only the first consonant 
they hear in a word. Later they might add a prominent 
end consonant, and later still a vowel. These earliest 
attempts to represent sounds are gradually refined as 
sight letters are increasingly remembered from reading 
(Walshe, 1981).
Assessment: A gathering of data, usually 
quantitative in nature and based on testing, that provides 
the information needed for evaluation to take place
(Bertrand, 1991).
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Evaluation: The process where a teacher collects, 
analyzes, and interprets data to determines the extent 
to which students are achieving instructional objectives 
(Bertrand, 1991).
Delimitations of the Handbook
The portfolios described in this handbook will be 
developed and used with a self-contained first grade 
classroom of twenty-two students. The students are in 
the lower to lower-middle socioeconomic group. The 
ethnic makeup is primarily Caucasian with two African
American students.
Organization of the Project
In the summer of 1987, I attended the Ohio Writing 
Project at Miami University and my teaching began to 
change from very traditional to whole language. From 
the very beginning, I have been concerned with the way I 
was evaluating the progress of the students in my class. 
In the spring of 1992, I began to search for answers on 
assessment and evaluation in whole language classrooms. 
My search has led me to the development of portfolios as 
a means of evaluating student progress. This handbook 
is a way for me to share with others the results of my
search.
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In chapter two, I will give a review of the literature 
I have read concerning the principles of whole language; 
the principles of assessment and evaluation in whole 
language classrooms; stages of developmental growth in 
reading, writing, and spelling; and whole language 
assessment and evaluation strategies.
In chapter three, I will discuss the elements that 
I included in the portfolios, parents as partners in the 
portfolio process, how one can get started using portfolios, 
reviewing portfolios, and portfolio conferences. I will 
also include sample developmental checklists for both 
reading and writing as well as forms for observations 
and conference notes.
In chapter four, I will include samples of children's 
writing that show developmental growth over time as well 
as samples of running records and conference sheets for 
both reading and writing.
Chapter five will be an evaluation of the portfolios
I used in my classroom during the 1992-1993 school year.
I will include recommendations, extensions or modifications 
I would make.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Principles of Whole Language 
In his book. What's Whole in Whole Language?, Ken
Goodman states, "Whole Language is an attempt to get 
back to basics in the real sense of that word - to set
aside basals, workbooks, and tests, and to return to
inviting kids to learn to read and write by reading and
writing real stuff." Goodman summarizes the principles
for reading and writing and for teaching and learning in
whole language classrooms:
Readers construct meaning during reading. They use 
their prior learning and experience to make sense 
of the texts.
Readers predict, select, confirm, and self-correct 
as they seek to make sense of print. In other 
words, they guess or make hypotheses about what 
will occur in the text. Then they monitor their 
own reading to see whether they guessed right or 
need to correct themselves to keep making sense. 
Effective reading makes sense. Efficient reading 
does it with the least amount of effort and imput. 
Rapid readers tend to have high comprehension 
because they are both effective and efficient.
Writers include enough information and detail so 
what they write will be comprehensible to their 
readers. Effective writing makes sense for the 
intended audience. Efficient writing includes only 
enough for it to be comprehensible.
Three language systems interact in written language: 
the graphophonic (sound and letter patterns), the 
syntactic (sentence patterns), the the semantic 
(meanings). We can study how each one works in 
reading and writing, but they can't be isolated for 
instruction without creating non-language abstractions
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All three systems operate in a pragmatic context, 
the practical situation in which the reading and 
writing is taking place. That context also 
contributes to the success or failure of the reading 
or writing.
Comprehension of meaning is always the goal of 
readers.
Expression of meaning is always what writers are 
trying to achieve.
Writers and readers are strongly limited by what 
they already know, writers in composing, readers in 
comprehending.
School literacy programs must build on existing 
learning and utilize intrinsic motivations.
Literacy is an extension of natural whole language 
learning: it is functional, real, and relevant.
Literacy develops from whole to part, from vague to 
precise, from gross to fine, from highly concrete 
and contextualized to more abstract, from familiar 
contexts to unfamiliar.
Expression (writing) and comprehension (reading) 
strategies are built during functional, meaningful, 
relevant language use.
Development of the ability to control the form of 
reading and writing follows, and is motivated by, 
the development of the functions for reading and 
writing.
There is no hierarchy of sub-skills, and no necessary 
universal sequence.
Literacy develops in response to personal/social 
needs. Children growing up in literate environments 
become literate before they come to school.
There is no one-to-one correspondence between 
teaching and learning. The teacher motivates, 
arranges the environment, monitors development, 
provides relevant and appropriate materials, and 
invites learners to participate in and plan literacy 
events and learning opportunities. Ultimately, it 
is the learner who builds knowledge, knowledge
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knowledge structures, and strategies from the
enriched environment the teacher helps to create.
As teachers monitor and support the development of 
reading and writing strategies, learners focus on 
the communication of meaning. So there is a double 
agenda in literacy instruction. The kids focus on 
what they are using reading and writing for. The 
teachers focus on development and use.
Risk-taking is essential. Developing readers must 
be encouraged to predict and guess as they try to 
make sense of print. Developing writers must be 
encouraged to think about what they want to say, to 
explore genre, to invent spellings and to experiment 
with punctuation. Learners need to appreciate that 
miscues, spelling inventions, and other imperfections 
are part of learning.
Motivation is always intrinsic. Kids learn to read 
and write because they need and want to communicate. 
Extrinsic rewards have no place in a whole language 
program. Punishment for not learning is even more 
inappropriate.
The most important question a teacher can ask a 
reader or writer is, ’’Does that make sense?" Learners 
need to be encouraged to ask the same question of 
themselves as they read and write.
Materials for instruction must be whole texts that 
are meaningful and relevant. From the first school 
experiences, they must have all the characteristics 
of real functional language. There is no need for 
special texts to teach reading or writing.
Away with exercises that chop language into bits 
and pieces to be practiced in isolation from a 
whole text!
Predictability is the real measure of how hard a 
text is for a particular reader. The more predictable, 
the easier.
No materials are acceptable if they divert the 
attention of writers from expression and readers 
from comprehension.
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Principles of Assessment and Evaluation 
in Whole Language Classrooms
In his book. Assessment and Evaluation in Whole 
Language Programs, Harp (1991) writes, ’’Just as whole 
language instruction has demanded a fresh new look at 
teaching and learning, so it now demands a fresh look at 
assessment and evaluation" (p.36). Harp goes on to say 
that whole language teachers reject assessment and 
evaluation strategies based on tradition and turn instead 
to a set of principles to guide their work. In an 
article written for The Whole Language Catalog Supplement 
On Authentic Assessment, Harp (1992) lists the 12 principles 
of assessment and evaluation in whole language classrooms:
PRINCIPLE 1: Assessment and Evaluation Strategies
Must Honor the Wholeness of Language
PRINCIPLE 2: Reading and Writing are Viewed as
Processes
PRINCIPLE 3: Teacher Intuition Is a Valuable Assessment 
and Evaluation Tool
PRINCIPLE 4: Teacher Observation is at the Center 
of Assessment and Evaluation
PRINCIPLE 5: Assessment and Evaluation in Reading
Must Reflect What We Know About the Reading Process
PRINCIPLE 6: Assessment and Evaluation in Writing
Must Reflect What We Know About the Writing Process
PRINCIPLE 7: Norm-Referenced Achievement Testing is 
of Little Help to the Whole Language Teacher
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PRINCIPLE 8: Assessment and Evaluation Instruments
Are Varied, and Literacy Is Assessed in a Variety 
of Contexts
PRINCIPLE 9: Assessment and Evaluation Are Integral
Parts of Instruction
PRINCIPLE 10: Assessment and Evaluation Strategies
Are Developmentally and Culturally Appropriate
PRINCIPLE 11: Assessment and Evaluation Occur
Continuously
PRINCIPLE 12: Assessment and Evaluation Must Reveal
Children's Strengths
In summary Harp states, "The implementation of 
these principles of assessment and evaluation will 
necessitate a dramatic change from traditional practice.
We will have to come to grips with the fact that current 
tests do not test what we value in reading education 
(Bussis and Chittenden, 1987)."
Before we can start to incorporate meaningful 
evaluation methods, we need to understand and value why 
this type of evaluation is integral to the teaching­
learning process.
Routman (1991) in her book. Invitations, states:
We need to guard against simply putting procedures 
into place without understanding the theory behind 
them. Otherwise, evaluation becomes very much like 
the basalization of literature that occurs when 
only the materials change: Merely putting new 
procedures and activities into place will not 
result in meaningful teaching.
Another real constraint to meaningful evaluation 
is management. Finding the time to add observational 
procedures to an already packed day is difficult.
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Management of evaluation procedures is one of the 
major reasons more teachers are not actively involved 
in the evaluation process. It's been my experience 
that, unless a collaborative classroom is formed, 
teachers do not have time in their daily schedules 
to make observations and record and analyze them.
Until students and teachers share the responsibilities 
for teaching and learning, the evaluation task 
appears overwhelming.
Teachers need blocks of time when students can work 
independently on worthwhile enterprises without 
direct teacher supervision so they can take time to 
observe, conference, interview, and meet one-to-one 
with students. For that to happen, teachers need 
to have classrooms in which students are largely 
monitoring their own learning processes. In other 
words, they have to already have whole language 
classrooms. Holistic evaluation is a final step - 
it happens after the management, theory, and knowledge 
base are in place (p. 302).
In The Whole Language Catalog, Goodman (1991) asks 
teachers to keep the following in mind about whole 
language evaluation:
In whole language, evaluation is mostly ongoing; it 
happens in the course of teaching-learning. It is 
therefore an integral part of the curriculum and 
not something separate.
Self-evaluation is the most significant kind of 
evaluation; pupils and teachers need to have a 
sense of their own success and growth. Reporting 
progress to parents is an important but secondary 
purpose of evaluation. It is most successful when 
it helps parents to evaluate growth themselves.
Marks or grades on report cards are only the outgrowth 
of evaluation for improving teaching and learning.
Whole language is not simply concerned with measuring 
changes in behavior. It uses behavior as indications 
of developing knowledge and underlying competence.
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Informal and even formal evaluation measures may 
be used in whole language classrooms. But when 
they are used, it is because they add to the 
information available, and there is a learning 
function... (p. 252)
Stages of Developmental Growth
"While the holistic evaluation process begins with 
assessment and the collecting and recording of data, 
unless we use the data to inform and guide instruction, 
we are not evaluating; we are mearly amassing bits and 
pieces of information" (Routman, 1991, p. 303).
Before we can become expert evaluators, we need to 
become expert observers, or "kid-watchers". Through 
kidwatching, teachers will begin to develop a stronger 
theory base. The most critical component in evaluation, 
is only as good as the teacher's knowledge base. Before 
we can become expert observers, we have to be expert 
learners. We have to know what we are looking for. 
(Routman, 1991)
In the book. Portfolio Assessment and Evaluation,
Batzle states:
Children's language learning is unique in that it 
progresses in specific stages along a developmental 
continum. As we observe children, we begin to see 
specific behaviors as indicators or markers of 
growth. Not all children move through the language 
developmental stages sequentially, some skip stages, 
and some children show development at more than one 
stage at a time. (p. 74)
In language development, errors children make are
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valuable sources of information about their growth.
We can locate where they are and where they have 
been and then provide classroom experiences to 
encourage their development. (p. 75)
Developmental Growth in Reading 
Holdaway (1979), in his book. The Foundations of
Literacy, describes five stages of development:
Stage 1 Emergent Reading
Processes favourite stories in reading-like ways 
approximating to book language.
No sequential text attention. Self-corrects for 
sense. 'Reads’ back short experience stories 
written by the teacher.
Stage 2 Advanced Emergent Reading
Can follow a line of print in an enlarged text
using word spaces.
Confirms and self-corrects by syntactic and semantic 
fit, and by word fit (i.e. knows when there are too 
many or too few words).
Realizes that texts have the same reading every day 
- that print is a stable, word-by-word record of 
language.
Can find any word in a very familiar text by checking 
off from the beginning of a sentence - what we call 
matching. Can locate the same word on a page of 
print.
Stage 3 Emergent to Early Reading
Knows some words from day to day in context.
Predicts actively in new material using syntax and 
meaning.
Has developed stable directional habits in processing 
familiar print.
Can identify and name most letters.
Can recognize words visually that begin with the 
same letter.
Stage 4 Early Reading
Knows the meaning of 'beginning' and 'end' as 
applied to word limits.
Can use some initial letter-sound associations to 
predict and confirm.
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Can recognize the most common affixes (-ed, -ing, -s) 
when used with familiar root words.
Can manipulate known word-cards or sentence-parts 
into a sentence-sequence.
Stage 5 Advanced Early Reading
In word-solving, uses many initial-conconant and 
some consonant blend letter-sound relationships 
together with context clues.
Can recognize letters associated with a sound heard 
in words, and can locate these for confirmation in 
the terminal and medial positions.
Probably displays 'voice-pointing', checking off 
each word in reading by some form of confirmatory 
process. (pp. 107-108)
Holdaway adds, "Few of the children are likely to 
pass through these stages just as they have been analysed, 
but we won't be testing or checking the children rigorously 
to see that they have accomplished each step in the 
right order before being allowed to move on. The 
progression is meant to be only a general guide to give 
structure to the inducing or teaching of the programme.” 
(Holdaway, 1979, p. 108)
Developmental Growth in Writing
Batzle (1992), in her book Portfolio Assessment and
Evaluation, discusses the characteristics of writers at 
three different developmental stages:
An emergent writer is one who is imitating writing.
This writer is often a child who has been read to 
and has opportunities to interact with books. He 
has seen people read and write and has experimented 
with paper and writing tools. He is beginning to 
notice print in his environment, such as the McDonald's 
or Burger King signs, and the print on cereal
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boxes. The emergent writer may scribble, draw a 
picture, write his own name or write a few letters 
in his own name. He can reread his own writing or 
read picture books by memory. (p. 76)
An early writer understands that speech can be 
written down. This writer is beginning to realize 
that conventions control writing and that writing 
can be reread. The child does quite a bit of 
erasing as she struggles with conventions, letter 
formation and spelling. She rereads to regain 
understanding lost during these spelling and 
handwriting struggles. (p. 78)
The fluent writer has gradually gained control over 
writing conventions and letter formations and is 
therefore writing with ease. He realizes the many 
purposes for writing. He refines his writing to 
say what he means and cares about quality. The 
fluent writer initiates rewriting and revision. He 
takes more time to complete his text and is conscious 
of how he "goes about writing." He talks about his 
and others' writing. He sees that writing involves 
more than conventions and recognizes the need for 
developing a theme with detail. (p. 80)
Developmental Growth in Spelling 
In the book. Spelling For Whole Language Classrooms,
Ethel Buchanan (1989), states her ideas on the stages of 
spelling development:
Spelling stages are rooted in the changing concepts 
that students hold and which they apply in their 
attempts to spell. There are dangers in using the 
word stage because it has lock-step connotations.
The term stage is used in this book to indicate 
that, as students predict how to spell words, there 
are periods of time when they are more likely to 
depend on certain cues than others. At the same 
time they may be holding on, at least occasionally, 
to some inappropriate cues they have used in the 
past; and they may also be experimenting with new 
ideas which will lead them eventually to the next 
stage. Within each stage there is a continuum
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of change, with different students at different 
parts of the continuum, (p. 11)
Buchanan presents a summary of stages of spelling 
development:
Pre-Phonetic Stage
Major Concept: Things can be represented on paper 
by symbols that are not pictures.
Identification: The child's efforts at writing 
appear on the surface to be scribbling with sometimes 
letters or numbers occurring. The letters and 
numbers have no direct connection to the thing, 
person, or activity, being represented, except on 
occasion a letter may represent the child; example 
B represents Bobby himself, not his name.
Early Phonetic Stage
Major Concept: The number of letters you need to 
spell a word is equal to the number of syllables in 
a word.
Identification: These spellers use mostly upper 
case letters, vowels do not appear except in special 
words they have learned. The number of letters 
they use very often corresponds to the number of 
syllables in the word.
Advanced Phonetic Stage
Major Concept: Each element of sound-production of 
a word should be represented in the spelling of a 
word.
Identification: Misspellings reveal letter-naming, 
substitutions of individual letters or digraphs for 
others with minimal articulation differences, and 
omission of pre-consonant nasal. Detected by 
informal observation and Misspelling Analysis.
Phonic Stage
Major Concept: Sound is the key to spelling. 
Identification: Misspellings show the effect of 
over-generalizing about sound-symbol relationships, 
and the substitutions of reasonable alternatives. 
Sound is the main cue used by Phonic spellers but 
they use semantic and syntactic cues in a limited 
way. They are detected by informal observation and 
Misspelling Analysis.
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Syntactic-Semantic Stage
Major Concept: In the spelling of words, meaning 
and syntax provide important cues which, in many 
cases, take precedence over sound cues.
Identification: The students’ standard spellings 
reveal the extent to which students are using 
syntactic and meaning cues. Their misspellings 
often reveal instances where students neglected to 
use syntax and meaning to help spell the word.
(pp. 134-139)
Whole Language Assessment and Evaluation Strategies
Caring, professional teachers are concerned about 
what their students know and what their interests are, 
the ways in which they learn, and what they learn as 
they participate in various school experiences. Understanding 
the development of a student can not be gained from a 
numerical test score. Evaluation of learning requires a 
knowledgeable professional who knows how to use a variety of 
ways to get to know students. Teachers like this, 
evaluate their students as they watch them work in 
class, as they work with a group or as they have a one- 
to-one conference, as they analyze a student's reading, 
writing, oral interactions, or various projects. These 
teachers use a variety of strong evaluation strategies 
to establish lasting records of a student's learning 
experiences. (Yetta Goodman, 1992)
In an article written for The Whole Language Catalog 
Supplement On Authentic Assessment, Yetta Goodman (1992), 
describes the following "Tools for Evaluation":
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Inventories and Interviews: Checklists, inventories, 
and interviews allow teachers to find out what 
their students know and what they are most interested 
in, reveal students' attitudes about language, the 
kinds of materials they read, and the range of 
topics they write about. By using such forms over 
time, teachers see changes in their students and in 
their teaching that often reflect students' development. 
Such information can be used in curriculum development to 
help teachers relate what students already know and 
are interested in to new knowledge and experiences. 
Students can also be involved in recording their 
own work, which can be discussed with the teacher 
during conference time.
Portfolios and Samples of Work: In programs where 
students write regularly and participate in reading 
programs devoted to the use of literature, teachers 
with the help of students, keep portfolios of 
students' written work as well as tapes of oral 
reading, lists of readings, reading responses, and 
results of reading and writing conferences between 
the teacher and the student. Samples of students' 
actual work over time provide powerful opportunities 
to monitor students' developing control over the 
linguistic systems (phonics, spelling, grammar, and 
the cohesion and coherence of stories and othe 
types of written materials), by showing how students' 
compositions, reading comprehension, voice, sense 
of story, and use of various genre develop. Samples 
of students' work are rich in opportunities to 
invite the students, parents, and other school 
personel to share in the evaluation process.
Dialogue Journals and Learning Logs: Teachers and 
students who write back and forth to each other 
about their learning and other significant experiences 
in their lives learn a great deal about each other.
Such journals are another record to use for evaluation 
purposes over time.
Anecdotal Records: A carefully documented record of 
a particular significant event, including information 
about time, persons involved, and other important 
aspects of the social context, is one of the most 
useful pieces of evaluative information. It provides 
a record that a number of interested parties can 
review independently or discuss together to interpret
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possible meanings, and it provides opportunities 
for students to verify the teacher's perceptions. 
Some teachers make sure to observe every student at 
least once every two or three weeks. Other teachers 
find it best to do such recordings once a month or 
twice a semester on each student.
Conferences: A major aspect of the writing process 
curriculum that has become popular in recent years 
includes different kinds of conferences between the 
teacher and the students and has expanded to include 
conversation about students' writing, reading, and 
other aspects of their daily learning. All the 
evaluation instruments that have been discussed 
become part of the conference. The results of 
these conferences also become part of the record­
keeping system. Some schools encourage teachers to 
involve parents in a three-way conference with the 
students so that the education of the student 
becomes a collaborative effort between the home and 
the school. (p. 98)
Yetta Goodman closes her article by saying, "The 
purpose in such rich evaluation is to help students 
expand on their abilities and extend their view of 
themselves as active learners in a complex world."
(p.98)
CHAPTER III
THE HANDBOOK
PORTFOLIO ASSESSMENT IN A FIRST GRADE CLASSROOM
"Today, more than ever before in education, teachers are 
asked to be accountable for student achievement and progress 
in reading and writing. Reguardless of grade level taught, 
teachers need to develop an accurate appraisal of each student 
in their classroom. It is also important for each student to 
develop a sense of his or her achievements. We have found 
that teachers and students who critically analyze the contents 
of reading and writing portfolios over time will develop a 
comprehensive understanding of achievement and growth that is 
rooted in the students' actual classroom performance."
Robert J. Tierney
Portfolio Assessment in the Reading-
Writing Classroom
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Some Essentials of Portfolios
Portfolios are systematic collections by both students and 
teachers. They can serve as the basis to examine effort, 
improvement, processes, and achievement as well as to meet the 
accountability demands usually achieved by more formal testing. 
Through reflection on systematic collections of student work, 
teachers and students can work together to illuminate students' 
strengths, needs, and progress.
Portfolios are not objects. They are vehicles for ongoing 
assessment by students. They represent activities and processes 
(selecting, comparing, self-evaluation, sharing, goal setting) 
more than they do products.
Some of the values that underline the use of portfolios include 
a belief in developing procedures for planning classroom 
learning that represents what students are actively doing; 
a commitment to student involvement in self-evaluation and 
helping students to become aware of their own development as 
readers and writers; a belief in the view that assessment 
should take into consideration: (1) the processes readers and 
writers enlist; (2) the products they develop; (3) the 
improvements they achieve; (4) the effort they put forth, as 
well as (5) how these features vary across a range of reading 
and writing. (Tierney, 1991)
Z---
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GETTING STARTED WITH PORTFOLIOS
EttMsh OtMVthip
Students need to be invested in the portfolio process. 
They need to have a sense of ownership, which suggests that 
the portfolio should be viewed as the property of the student, 
not the teacher. The teacher may use the student portfolio to 
select illustrative or representative pieces of student work, 
and the teacher can maintain his or her own portfolio of the 
student's work, but if student self-assessment is your goal, 
it is necessary to establish portfolios that the students 
consider their own.
To help support a feeling of student ownership:
‘Ensure students have a major say as to what is included or
excluded;
♦Maintain easy physical accessibility of the portfolios for 
students;
♦Ask students' permission for you to share or look over their 
portfolio;
♦Engender in classmates a respect for one another's portfolios; 
♦Make joint decisions on developing portfolios, sharing, and
so on;
♦Give students the opportunity to make choices about what they 
write and read. (Tierney, 1991)
Save Sample
Working with students to help them save a wide variety of 
their reading and writing work is an important step teachers 
can take in getting portfolios started. A well provisioned 
portfolio can be a powerful tool that can be used to share 
with parents and others. At the beginning, it is not necessary 
to limit the collections students make to only their "best" 
work. These broad collections become pools of work from which
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children draw throughout the school year to showcase their 
reading and writing.
Collecting work is not unusual. Using the collected work 
for self-analysis is. Representing students as readers and 
writers in the portfolio allows the students' continuous 
literacy development to be accurately documented. Whether 
students are in elementary school or in college, saving samples 
of their work is necessary if they are to have the data to 
reflect on , to facilitate their understanding of their 
strengths, needs and development. (Tierney 1991)
Oiicua Reading and Wutin#
Through sharing and discussing their work as well as the 
work of more "famous” authors with a group of peers, children 
can discover important ideas, explore new concepts, think in 
new ways, and refine their methods of communication. An 
ongoing chart can be developed as a way to record student 
insights. This chart then becomes a "menu" of features that 
are characteristic of quality writing.
In Tierney's book he includes the following sample from a 
first grade classroom:
WHAT MAKES WRITING GOOD
exciting story 
interesting pictures 
use of . and ? 
funny characters 
capitals 
has a title 
sounds like a story
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Intebinj the Po^olio Concept
It is common in certain fields for students and 
professionals to have a portfolio that represents their skills 
It works exceptionally well to invite a local artist, a high 
school art student, or even a journalist to share his or her 
portfolio with your class. The visitor could be asked to 
share individual pieces and tell why he or she chose each one 
for their portfolio. Explain to students they are going to 
create their own portfolio that will represent their very best 
thinking, effort, knowledge, and versatility as a writer and a 
reader. Students can decide, with the teacher's guidance, how 
many pieces should make up their portfolio. Some students may 
want to include everything and some may not want to include 
anything! For the first portfolio, most teachers start with 
three to six pieces.
it is important to remember that all portfolios do not 
look alike. Portfolios can be designed to suit your classroom
Ptowie Time
You will need to provide guidance and time for students 
to compare and select pieces for their portfolio. During the 
selection process students like to have comments from others 
regarding their work. As students make selections, encourage 
them to work with a friend or two. Some teachers ask students 
to choose portfolio partners. These students comment about 
which pieces they consider to be the better pieces and always 
explain the reasons for their decisions.
Sety-Evaluatim
While the children are involved in selecting the pieces 
for their portfolio, it is a good time to ask them to think 
about their reasons for possibly including each piece. You 
might ask them why they chose the piece, what they learned 
from it and what they are going to do next.
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Rewewtng PMt0(wJ
After all the elements of what I consider the child's 
portfolio - the reading folder, the writing folder, the 
literature log and the morning journal - are all gathered 
together, I feel I have a fairly complete picture of the child 
as a reader and writer. The question I ask myself now is,
"How can I use all this information to help the child grow and 
develop?"
The first thing I do is look for everything the child can 
do. To help me know what to look for I use the check lists 
contained in the reading and writing folders as well as the 
lists of performance objectives contained in the Model Competency 
Based Language Arts Program developed by The Ohio Department 
of Education. I also rely on information from a variety of 
sources including Ethel Buchanan’s book on developmental 
spelling.
I then make comments in the various comment sections of 
each child's folder based on what I have learned.
The insights from portfolio reviews may be used in student- 
teacher portfolio conferences. Begin the initial conference 
by asking the student to share the portfolio with you. Allow 
the student to retain control of the portfolio. Tailor 
individual comments to provide the reinforcements the student 
needs as well as the instruction that would be helpful for the 
student to improve as a reader and writer.
You can do this by selecting one or two teaching points 
to emphasize during the conference. Ask the student what he 
or she thinks are the strengths of the portfolio. Point out 
what you think are the positive aspects of the portfolio.
Comment about the agreement you share with the student about a 
particular piece. Together, you and the student may end the 
conference by setting goals for the future.
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Paunto a6 PMM
If you are making a transition from a classroom where 
lots of work went home on a daily or weekly basis toward a 
classroom that collects and savors student work, you will need 
to communicate that change to parents. It will be necessary 
to develop new procedures to keep parents involved and informed.
One method of keeping parents informed about classroom 
activities is to write regular parent newsletters that chronicle 
classroom events. One newsletter could be sent to inform 
parents about the development of reading and writing portfolios 
in the classroom. A Parent newsletter to inform parents that 
work is being kept at school so the students can develop a 
collection of their work will help parents understand and feel 
involved in the process.
A second method would be to have a private conference 
spent reviewing a portfolio in process. This is an important 
part of the parent conference.
There are many ways parents can serve as partners in the 
assessment process, particularly when they have a strong 
overall sense of their child’s work. On a daily basis parents 
serve as an audience for work in progress. Parents can serve 
as reviewers for a particular finished product or for an 
entire showcase portfolio. They can be asked to note growth 
and change or to comment on content. They can note lists of 
books read and can encourage their children to experience a 
different author or genre.
It is essential however, that this is not done in isolation 
It is important that portfolios are carefully explained to 
parents and that criteria for evaluation are shared with them.
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Ei&nenti in PotifaiM
(1) Reading Folder
a) reading check list
b) reading conference form
c) copies of running records
d) tape recording of the student reading a book of his or 
her choice, taken once every nine week period - should 
also include comments from the student such as answers 
to the following questions: "What is something you 
have learned to do in reading?" and "What is something 
you would like to learn so you can be a better reader?”
e) interview sheet
f) a space for photographs and observations
(2) Writing Folder
a) writing check list
b) writing conference form
c) writing samples chosen by the child to become part of 
his or her portfolio - should be selected a four 
different times during the year and should also include 
comments from the child as to why a particular piece 
was chosen and what he or she feels are the strengths 
and weaknesses of the piece - should also include 
responses to the following questions: "What is
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something new you have learned to do in writing?" and 
"What is something you would like to learn so you can 
become a better writer?"
d) interview sheet
e) a space for photographs and observations
(3) Literature Log
a) child's list of books read
b) written response to favorite books
(4) Morning Journal (dialog journal)
(5) Children's Writing Folders
These are kept in each child's desk and contain work in
piuyicbb aim ai&u uliici wuin waiiniy iui uumcicimc,
(6)1 will also keep a file containing all the writing my 
students do during the year in a drawer in my file cabinet.
(7) I also plan to establish showcase portfolios. This will 
be a special folder where the student will keep his or her 
best pieces. Pieces should be chosen by the child and 
will hopefully reflect their strengths, interests, effort, 
and also trace their development. Each piece should also 
be labeled with a card telling the reasons the child chose 
it to be included.
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o READING CHECKLIST
Name:_________________________________ R=Ra/iely
Year/Level:__________________________ S=Sometimes
Teacher:_____________________________ U=Usually
*ATTITUDE
enjoys books
chooses to read in free time
shares with others
borrows books freely
maintains silent reading for 
an increasing length of time
‘CONCEPTS ABOUT PRINT
Understands that print contains 
the message
understands directional 
conventions
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♦WHEN IN DIFFICULTY:
reads on to the end of the sentence
starts sentence again and re-reads
uses initial letter as a cue and 
then guesses
uses picture as a cue and then 
guesses
AFTER READING:
can re-tell story in own words
talks about characters
recalls main ideas
recalls details
understands developing sequence
can describe setting
knows whether s/he likes story 
and why
♦SHARED BOOK EXPERIENCE
involved with text; shows obvious 
responses (laughs, frowns)
asks for story to be read again
comments about story
35
understands concept of 'word'
understands concept of ’letter'
understands terminology: first, 
last, space, line, top, bottom, 
sentence
knows meaning of . and ?
demonstrates concepts about 
print in own writing
*USE OF TEXTUAL CUES
uses context cues
-semantic cues
-syntactic cues
-pictorial cues
uses graphophonic cues
♦READING STRATEGIES & COMPREHENSION
expects the text to make sense
more concerned with meaning 
than with identification of 
words or letters
prepared to make predictions
self-corrects when predictions are 
unsatisfactory
processes chunks of language 
(doesn't read word by word)
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asks questions about story
joins in during subsequent readings
makes comments or asks questions 
about print
makes comments or asks questions 
about pictures
retains 'high use' words as part 
of sight vocabulary
selects story to be read 
independently
*SELECTION:
generally selects appropriately
selects different reading 
materials for different 
purposes
asks someone else about book
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
*The above checklist was adapted from Read On: A Conference 
Approach To Reading by David Hornsby, David Sukarna and Jo-Ann 
Parry, pages 167- 169.
READING RECORD
NAME:
DATE:
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
DATE:
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
PATE:
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
DATE:
TITLE:
COMMENTS:
AUTHOR:
DATE: COMMENTS:
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
DATE: COMMENTS:
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
DATE: COMMENTS:
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
DATE: COMMENTS:
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
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WRITING CHECKLIST
Name:
Year/Level:
Teacher:
★KNOWLEDGE OF LANGUAGE ORGANIZATION
pictorial representation
scribble writing
random invented letters
linear invented writing
strings of repetitive alphabetic letters
strings of varied alphabetic letters
groups of letters with space between
copying sentences or words unrelated 
to stated topic
any recognizable word
developing knowledge of sound/symbol 
correspondences
40
* MESSAGE QUALITV
identifies objects in picture
one sentence description of picture
tells story about picture
has concept that a message is conveyed
(tells message but what is written is not message)
correlation between story read back and piece of writing
correct or nearly correct words 
interspersed in right places
part of directional pattern is known:
start top left
moye left to., right return down left
reversal of directional pattern
correct directional pattern
correct directional pattern 
and spaces between words
★ORGANIZATION
correct spatial relations between 
letters, size and position
confident attitude towards 
attempted spelling
shows sound/symbol relations in 
spelling:
initial letters
final letters
medial letters
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attempts to use resources to assist 
spelling
self-identification of spelling 
errors
use of upper and lower case letters 
in relevant places
attempt at punctuation
use of correct punctuation: 
capitals, periods
question/exclamation marks
quotation marks, commas
story of two or more sentences
★MESSAGE QUALITY - LANGUAGE
writing approximates conventional 
form and child matches more or less 
what message says
repetitive independent use of sentences
understands concept of story
can retell own experiences in writing
can sequence events
expresses need to improve or rewrite
prepared to attempt editing for pages 
of a book
42
prepared to evaluate own stories 
against each other to select best one 
for publication
★DIRECTIONAL PRINCIPLES
extensive text without difficulties 
of arrangement or spacing
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
*The above checklist was adapted from Write On: A Conference
Approach To Writing by Jo-Ann Parry and David Hornsby, pages 48- 
50.
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WRITING CONFERENCE
RECORD
DATE:
COMMENTS:
DATE:
COMMENTS:
DATE:
COMMENTS:
DATE:
COMMENTS:
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DATE:
COMMENTS:
DATE:
COMMENTS:
DATE:
COMMENTS:
DATE:
COMMENTS:
DATE:
COMMENTS:
45
What is your favorite kind of 
book?
Who is your favorite author?
What books have you reread? 
Why did you reread them?
How many books do you think you 
have read this year?
What do you think a good reader 
is?
46
author?
Why do you think people write?
Do you think most people like 
to write?
Who is your favorite author?
How do you decide what to write 
about?
What has helped you to become a 
better author?
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CHAPTER IV
For this chapter I have chosen to include sections from 
three different student portfolios.
The first portfolio belongs to Matt. Matt came into 
first grade already reading. He has many books of his own 
and both his father and mother read to him each night before 
bed. Writing, however, was very new to Matt. His portfolio 
shows how he has developed into a confident speller and how 
the quality of his stories has improved as he adds more detail
The second student, Samantha, came to first grade knowing 
many conventions of print. She owns many books of her own 
and is often read to by her older sister. Samantha was not 
reading at the beginning of the school year, but she already 
loved books and she had a strong desire to learn to read.
Her writing mirrors her progress as a reader.
LaQuatta, whose portfolio is third, came from a home 
with few if any books. Her experiences with print were mainly 
from kindergarten. She came to first grade knowing some but 
not all of her letters and some beginning consonant sounds. 
LaQuatta qualifies for speech therapy. Her difficulties with 
speech are sometimes reflected in her attempted spelling.
You will see from LaQuatta's portfolio that she has made 
remarkable progress as both a reader and a writer. She is a 
very hard worker and loves learning!
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Matt’s Portfolio
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READING RECORD
NAME: rpa-H
DATE: Sep+. 15, IARZ
TITLE: It happens 
-r^ r ____ _
COMMENTS:
nnaR did an excellent (Job laith tbiS 
and it is not an easy boob!
He, Sett-corrects as needed and could 
retell tvu Story in his omn uocrds.
(hesitation uoith Contractions • •• uoort on 
Vising a oariety o-f Cctxo)
AUTHC
1 LUC’ y1C-
>R: “Bernice miners
DATE: Sept- 1% IQA2.
TITLE: "lW "Too !“
AUTHOR: mercer PPm^r
COMMENTS:
PPiolH ckid a per teat job 
bcith tbiiS-1
He. can read all -the. “ Little
Critter" booUs!
DATE: OC+- 2, IQQZ
TJTLE: Arthurs Loose, 
loo+h
AUTHOR: Lillian HobaiQ
COMMENTS:
■ Said 'tumbled' Per -Ripped and 
'baby sister1 zfey 'babysitter' 
hup S-elV ” corrected.
• reads laith e^Apressiop)
■ ere ell ext (job)
DATE: MoO. 7 1QQL COMMENTS:
title: Cl’A-ford M 
'Thi Circu.5
AUTHOR: fAovnr)an
Sriduoell
• pointed +o coords
•read mibh fluency egression
• li-Hte trouble eoen uo Hb loaf'd s 
lilau Command, +ra-inc_v | Costetmes.
PATE: K&O. IS, 1992, COMMENTS:
nRE.-Tter.rod Aoain ^TSis is a Chapter boob on on 
ccdoance d Ixo^l•
AUTHOR: rr)aa| SloilttV
CWisiiao
nycH read uoiWi flu&n&Li' 
Dfpressiory
pate: T>ec. 9, 199Z COMMENTS:
tire.- LiVIk ChnsVnas 
eif
AUTHOR: £i\PRry
Cvur ran
i odoy uoas 4hi Jirs4 Airne FTkiff 
had Seen 4his boob. Me fead. if 
perfec+ly!
PATE: "Dec. 11 f 19 9Z COMMENTS:
title: Somebody and 
dkt "TVuvll flairs 
author: Dytr ilyn
“Tolhursi
Excellent (job*.
rca+l teas able Ac discuss
4his boob in detail • Mj Said 14
11305 oru. of his Aaocxites 
fcxoause. bu tibia Soby SlaiC
PATE: Can-12, 199 S COMMENTS:
tir&tC. nry.Wen
"Thio is a oery cLifficull boo^ “ 
cqcl-H- cbid an ex cellenl Job!
author: Can Sxe.'V'V
DATE: Can. <3? COMMENTS:
W Clii-ford TVu 
Snnajj 42td T^uppq
AUTHOR: Nlnrmarx
'tbr i dwell
■read fkufefe ^coitb expression 
• rnatthas read + e^ed all 
-Ba Clrfiorri books
DATE: Feb- A COMMENTS:
TITLE: King o-f fen
'"Oi no soars 
author: mi chad
berenslcur)
"ThisbooV is difficult but maH 
had -fouo problems. He leads 
■for nooning and is able. feo. 
discuss feu s4oq and relafe li
4c uohat he already Lhuo aboud
DATE: FpR.23
dinosaurs.
COMMENTS:
title: A Treefe-l ot
AUTHOR.- ^oW t|
rr>aH did an excellent-job-
oriij coord 4dofe Caused him 
oltuj trouble uoas husband, kt 
Podne predictions tftaf fit feu sferg 
and seems cu-orue o-f puncfeuxfeon.
DATE: March 11 COMMENTS:
TITLE:^Vra Klappifij 
WOU.SC
^AudJfey LOadd
feferfecf ^job]
nna44 Says hi feallq lilac this 
books and etjyys reading i+ 
ooer + ooer CLyain. Abb. to refell 
Sfenj in his ocon coords.
DATE: COMMENTS:
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
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READING CHECKLIST
Name:. JV)q.H----------------------
Year/Level A3.../ JW ffade,
Teacher: J. £h\er«Xir>j_______________ L^UiuaUy
Jo-Z /-/5 3-Z.5
*ATTITUDE
enjoys books LL U a
chooses to read in free time U a a
shares with others
U a a
borrows books freely a a a
maintains silent reading for 
an increasing length of time u. a a
‘CONCEPTS ABOUT PRINT
Understands that print contains 
the message
u. a a
understands directional 
conventions UL a a
54
understands concept of 'word' U. CL bL
understands concept of 'letter'
a CL a
understands terminology: first, 
last, space, line, top, bottom, 
sentence u LL CL
knows meaning of . and ? bL bL
demonstrates concepts about 
print in own writing it bi bL
*USE OF TEXTUAL CUES
uses context cues
-semantic cues
-syntactic cues
-pictorial cues bL
bL
LL
bL
bL
LL
r
uses graphophonic cues be CL bL
♦READING STRATEGIES & COMPREHENSION
expects the text to make sense U bL bL
more concerned with meaning 
than with identification of 
words or letters LL bL LL
prepared to make predictions
bL LL
self-corrects when predictions are 
unsatisfactory U bb
processes- chunks of language 
(doesn't read word by word) cl LL
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♦WHEN IN DIFFICULTY:
reads on to the end of the sentence r LL bb
starts sentence again and re-reads r bb 11
uses initial letter as a cue and 
then guesses tc bb bb
uses picture as a cue and then 
guesses u bi bb
AFTER READING:
can re-tell story in own words be U- bb
talks about characters s s s
recalls main ideas s be bb
recalls details bL ll a
understands developing sequence U H u
can describe setting
5 11 bb
knows whether s/he likes story 
and why U U u
♦SHARED BOOK EXPERIENCE
involved with text; shows obvious 
responses (laughs, frowns) tl be bb
asks for story to be read again
5 S s
comments about story s S s
i)6
asks questions about story 5 S S
joins in during subsequent readings Lu LL LL
makes comments or asks questions 
about print S S S
makes comments or asks questions 
about pictures 5 S s
retains 'high use’ words as part 
of sight vocabulary LL LL LL
selects story to be read 
independently U LL S
*SELECTION:
generally selects appropriately LL LL LL
selects different reading 
materials for different 
purposes S S S
asks someone else about book
S S 5
•
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
*The above checklist was adapted from Read On: A Conference 
Approach To Reading by David Hornsby, David Sukarna and Jo-Ann 
Parry, pages 167- 169.
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HorchlUW
Mott
READING SURVEY
How did you learn to read?
TVa -VittA book x eaey \eornxd 4o read boas a rdev+ and Grniu 
book. T+ uoas a stior-v book.. rn<^ mom read CA +o me Und 
T remewbLved. Gt Qnd. T cou_id read fct •
What is your favorite kind of 
book?
1Z \ikfi. boolco aJoouA dinosaurs especiallq 4lru oaxs 
uor ilkn. by Kidnael l&e/enskti n.
Who is your favorite author?
r likx -Hu CliV-fefd books So I’ll sa.y Marman (2>ridujel|
What books have you reread?
Why did you reread them?
X revead all -Hu Clif-ford books, because Clifford is 
real ftea.4 i n all 4h-e boots.
How many books do you think you 
have read this year?
6>o oy 7 0
What
is?
do you think a good reader
x4 iCo/idpK IS Someonj bOlno reads mi ll ion 6 and
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RUNNING RECORD
1\T •—»-m z-s i t ■ .11 QILLC MolH______________
Date Tib-2d, '343_____________
The following running record shows miscues made by a 
- -------
child reading at familiar?text. The running record was
taken on "A Lost Button" from Frog and Toad Are Friends 
by Arnold Lobel.
✓
a
7 S s
Toad and Frog went for a long walk.
Z v'
They walked across
large 'T—r----- ?—r zmeadow. They walked in
z
the
7 s 7
woods. Thev walked
z 7 7 «T z S' when +hey got,When jsc x 7along the river. At last they’ went back home to Toad's
z z z z 7 z 7 7 s zhouse. "Oh, drat. " said Toad. "Not only do my feet
z Z Z z z z z z 7 s s z
hurt, but I have lost one of the buttons on my jacket."
Z Z Z Z Z 7 S 
"We will go back to all the
z z z z 7 7
We will soon find your button.
v 7 Z Z
"Don't worry," said Frog 
7 S S
places where we walked.
z 7 7 7 7 s V
They walked, back to the large meadow.
Z 7 y/ S 7 VS
look for the button in the tall grass
z
button!
7 7
cried Frog.
That button is black.
7 7 7 s
the black button in his pocket.
•v v 7
They began to 
Z Z 7
"Here is your
« Z / / z z 7
"That is not my button," said Toad. 
Z Z 7 7 s v
My button was white." Toad put 
Z 7
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RUNNING RECORD
Name MoH____________Pats March 2.1333______________
The following running record shows miscues made by a 
child reading ai^fami 1 iar)t<ext. The running record was 
taken on Purple, Green and Yellow, by Robert Munsch.
Z y/ S v' S S v <s S
Brigid went to her mother and said, "I need some coloring
Z Z z Z Z Z z
markers. All my friends have coloring markers. They
Z Z Z
draw wonderful pictures, 
z
markers."
z z
said her mother.
Z Z 
"Oh No!" 
v
markers.
Z Z Z
they draw on themselves,
z
markers."
"Well," 
z
markers.
z
Mummy,
z z Z Z 
I need some coloring
Z «z z z'
I've heard about those coloring
z Z z Z z ond.
Kids draw on walls, they draw on the floor,'
^Z fc/ V'’
You can't have any coloring
Z z
said Brigid,
Z z Z Z z
"there are these new coloring 
z Z z Z z z Z
They wash off with just water. I can’t get
z
Z
z z
into any trouble with coloring markers that wash off.
Z z' z Z Z
Get me some of those."
Z Z’ z Z z
"Well," said her mother, " alright."
z Z z z Z z bought- z z z z
So her mother went out and got Brigid 500 washable coloring
z
markers.
Z Z Z Z z Z Z z z z
Brigid went up to her room and drew wonderful pictures.
z Z Z z z z z Z z z
She drew lemons that were yellower than lemons, and roses
Z Z Z z z z z z z z
that were redder than roses, and oranges that were oranger 
z z
than oranges.
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RUNNING RECORD
Name ____________
Date March 15, 1433______
The following running record shows miscues made by a 
child reading ariCunfamiliar^text. The running record was
taken on The Fat Cat by Jack Kent.
z Z Z Z Z X Z x z z
There was: once an old woman who was cooking some gruel.
V z -z z z her z z z z z
She had some business with a neighbor woman and asked the
lZ z z z JZ Z x z Z z z
cat if he would look after the gruel while she was gone.
✓ X z ✓ vz v/
"1*11 be glad. to," said the cat.
z z Z z z Z Z z z 1/ ✓ z
But when the old woman had gone, the gruel looked so good
z Z x X X Z z z z
that the cat ate it all. And the pot. too.
iz ✓ »z Z 30+ Z X Z z z z z
When the old woman came back, she said to the cat , "Now
iz IZ z z Z z Z V z z Z
what has happened to the gruel?" "Oh, " said the cat, "I
z z z v s / y/ z z x z z
ate the gruel and I ate the pot, too. And now I am going
z - x ✓ z X Z Z Z z x
to- also, eat YOU." And he ate the old woman.
S S X Z XX X Z S -3Z___________ _
He went for a walk and on the way he met Skohottentot.
V , V v' y \/ V v \S
And Skohottentot said to him, "What have you been eating.
X Z Z X Z X Z
my little cat? You are so fat."
z x z Z z z z z z z z Z ZAnd the cat said, "I ate the gruel and the pot and the
✓ z Z z z * s X z z z X Z
old woman, too. And now I am going to also eat YOU. " So
z z T-
he iate Skohottentot.
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WRITING CONFERENCE
RECORD
___________________________________________
PATE: Auq- 2b, I 9A2
comments-. VT)clH already knouts rnanjy conoen+ions of prjnf 
and Vu is already a reader- Today hi copied M 
boords Vo bhe. Sony ,lT3ouoo Av TxTous Step" jrpm cl 
Char+ info his kook
DATE: Sepb 23, 1992,
COMMENTS: Matt Spends a Iona V i me, on each of fas 
Stories. Today hi uorote. a book -filled “My Apple On 
A Tree “ X+ is 3 paqcs long, dery rua+ly ujriVkn 
and eachoJ Vhj him brands fu Lu^d Luo-5 Spelled 
Correct
Oool- Jpn hng-14 4o feel more Confid^rJ toVh indented Spelling 
PATE: a>4. 12, 199 2,
comments: rmH has uoriVkn Lfibooko Vouv of bohich 4dl Ueiy 
>Shor+ sVories. h£ UMrvh 4a 'publish Cl book 4haV LS 
cl collec-h’on cf all Vowr-
Groal-Vo add more ddail Vo SVories /
D67-: OCT-23, 19Q2
com.m.ents: maH Used more moenkd Spelling Voday. His boot is
5 panes long and s+ays on Vopfc ■„
“ Kv Tad is Mis T Looe My Tad U-oix,.(nis=nice, weo--wben; hm = him, ech’each,/4+hr - ot-her, pela-play
Qams = ^ames and mailt- milk. J
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DATE: hioO. 4, W
COMMENTS: ma44 uooole o -Four page s4ori| aboG a -Family 
-trip +o binqs TEsland- He did nS draw picbives bill corott 
lc4s 4 lots of uxwdSJ' He has dtodoped a Can-fiderd" 
aRi Wt 4ouxurd a44emp4ed spelling and T hade an easy 
-time reading icVyd he has toriffev
(\A/e.n= when, Fende-Family? keirgs-kings, iFind-island,
DATE: kloQ.lb, 14AZ
comments: rpoR uoroie a areal sRaj abciR Qoing 4a 44us 
W^etcm uoilh his QraXa. ^4 included dxFails aod
vnas+old ih 5eoiwnaL. f,
fwans-- once. rH= right, wen- when, ther- there, eia|et= 
ekphanF, Urs^bones, anaFher = another, raow-roo™, 
difrih" diflerenEj ^uoorkon spares be-kuoeeo, loot'ds!
DATE: T>c- 5, IQ92,
comments: ma44 uorotc aboiR going his “grand malls hoes
"TYu boot is % pages long and includes dtVxil in uoords 
as eoe.U as pic4ares.
(uoe.n = uohen, 4abs-- -Fakes, minfts* minuses, Abftr- 4 here,
sFarz.= slairs, vie4h= \Aii4k, -PraiF --PorqcF)
____________ _______________° XVJo^ an use of T
DATE: Gao-2QJHQ5
comments: rr^aFF uorole " Thi G-ood SFore CliFFord 
( sior^)
"This is-ont oF o-e/y foucr sFories hnaFI has 
uori4-bn Fhal is hoF personal narraFioe.
DATE: Fib M, IFQ3
COMMENTS: WioR UOrRc CL b4onj abouF cwing Fo
BMX 4ric Grack) toi-th his dad. Vk used dialog­
ue Falktd aboiL-p auoWion nryxrkb. 
fassl = asked, loded -loaded j bics= hikes,rod- rode ? 
Sacl- said)
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DATE:
comments: \aM 14-di^ne VJro\d C\\taU T^isneij ICcrld)
•—finis is a oerq SYw4 £>4mj bo’i^h l)en( cb.4ailtd 'pichitto.
date: rnarcha.iqqs
COMMENTS: Tnis s-Vo^"TVu Mouse” is OIU o4 44u -feixD a44ernp+s 
ma.++ Vvxs made. -Vo toriAt 0~ 4ic4iona.l Stoc^. •M 1
pages long uoitb U^rds and pic-hues . T+ is +old in 
sequence. mosA Spelllnq is Conoenh’onal -«eoen saiurrel ♦ 
Vna-H used •periods ah 4+u end o-F each sentence, used 
OLposhrophi ho Shew ownership.
( falod- foil piped, -haee-hhey)
DATE:
COMMENTS:
DATE:
COMMENTS:
DATE:
COMMENTS:
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WRITING CHECKLIST
Name
Year/ Level: 1992-93 / IsVffTOtdej 
Teacher: Chi&rding____________
VaU- JO-il, ,3-H
* KNOWLEDGE OF LANGUAGE ORGANIZATION
pictorial representation
scribble writing
random invented letters
linear invented writing
strings of repetitive alphabetic letters
strings of varied alphabetic letters
groups of letters with space between
copying sentences or words unrelated 
to stated topic
any recognizable word
developing knowledge of sound/symbol 
correspondences iZ iz Z
6b
/o-iz /-V 3-H
★MESSAGE QUALITV
identifies objects in picture
one sentence description of picture
1/
tells story about picture
has concept that a message is conveyed
(tells message but what is written is not message)
correlation between story read back 
and piece of writing s
correct or nearly correct words 
interspersed in right places s
part of directional pattern is known:
start top left
move left to,right return down left
reversal of directional pattern
correct directional pattern
s
correct directional pattern 
and spaces between words v' v'
★organization
correct spatial relations between 
letters, size and position V
confident attitude towards 
attempted spelling /
shows sound/symbol relations in 
spelling:
initial letters v' V' V
final letters
medial letters iX
66
/-H 3-11
attempts to use resources to assist 
spelling ✓ ✓ z
self-identification of spelling 
errors
use of upper and lower case letters 
in relevant places Z
attempt at punctuation z
use of correct punctuation: 
capitals, periods Z
question/exclamation marks
quotation marks, commas
story of two or more sentences Z lZ z
★MESSAGE QUALITV - LANGUAGE
writing approximates conventional 
form and child matches more or less 
what message says
Z Z z
repetitive independent use of sentences z
understands concept of story z z
can retell own experiences in writing Z z z
can sequence events z z
expresses need to improve or rewrite
prepared to attempt editing for pages 
of a book
67
/o-/a> /-y 3-n
prepared to evaluate own stories 
against each other to select best one 
for publication v"
★DIRECTIONAL PRINCIPLES
extensive text without difficulties 
of arrangement or spacing
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
*The above checklist was adapted from Write On: A Conference
Approach To Writing by Jo-Ann Parry and David Hornsby, pages 48- 
50.
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T"\ Z~S ▼ T S-\ 1 1 z—i Z~T KT r~l T Z~3 X>\ TZTuvj yuu ^un^_LU.e:x
author? yes
▼ T S> T T TO O« /T ”1 -p O KT
yuui ^cii cm
March 12, M3 Mali
Why do you think people write? 
"Fteople Write because they Word Ao ercfcdair) people,\\UpMotd; olT-V.
Do you think most people like 
to write? yes
Who is your favorite author? 
Nk-Vcer Mayer
How do you decide what to write 
about?
3? make u.p ideas. 1 yjride about mu ramily and 
things 31 see and. read about.
What has helped you to become a
better author? ,
m wide longer Stories no<-U. The. longer ttei £+orL| 
tVu longer it cuill entertain people.
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0°^ f\l 
Mt he.
ri/if/ 
AAORN/I h|&
ChPd^eN
™ K5«‘
ffissr-'
blliOFil/
oN. "t H /O
51 d C.V\i q ] lz 
HONK- h^K
be£ P- bee
This sample of Matt's writing is 
from the first day of school.
Matt came into first grade already 
reading, but he has had very 
little experience with writing.
He did not feel safe enough to 
risk spelling on his own so he 
copied this song from a chart 
which was hanging ip the classroom.
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, _5
vAA*e-
WQPP/ASe. W
This sample of Matt's writing shows that he is already 
aware of several conventions of print. He knows that 
print goes .from left to right and top to bottom. He 
knows that print carries a message and he can retell his 
own experiences in writing.
Out of 11 words used in this sample. 9 were conventionally 
spelled. Matt's spelling of very (varee) and every (ave) 
show that he has developed a strong correlation between 
sounds and symbols. Matt is also developing a more
confident attitude toward attempted spelling.
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NOV 18 1992
■ v’c 'a/<£- ym/ 
op M t.
CA/nr>pi WCr
C4+-
1
too< mc »
CMh p\ N0 '^Toofe
AB°TAfV ACW0 
^eTTb aK We/v
7 hA^We 
•S/At 4p CAonp 
/W+heN^e 
5 id (Joed. N\e?\
The A/4stoJ)Ayvvc
&AT u-p 'fr+rupsQ
R L <2. ThA+ i HAJro
5Mi/Ve_SSo ,-We+ 
bAtctoSLe p^e, 
Gr i Tu.p £>at> up
i ^'"rT"°5-h£ tiATK-
bAc i fe,
HeAMoNjneHou
Pl as
A/G-A/’l t/)c PAD
was -Pts i^fcu£js+ 
SO^bAcw we. vvet
0?
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DAt>lAOkTjieD'^-' 
<5ant DAOfV We
0A-V A^re. 
i^h e eArs
-AlJd <W W'-e SAd 
ftood t)A/
The E H4 5
This story of Matt's is five pages long and stays on one 
topic. It shows that Matt has developed a very confident 
attitued toward attempted spelling and that his spelling 
shows a strong sound/symbol relationship. He uses the 
correct directional pattern in this story and can retell 
his experiences in sequential order.
Matt used 133 words in this story, 62 of which were 
spelled conventionally. His attempted spellings place 
him in the advanced phonetic stage. His spelling shows 
unmarked long vowels as in hoi for hole, plas for place, 
som for some and slep for sleep. He also has several 
words where another vowel is substituted for a short 
vowel as in git and gat for got, sat for set, nast for 
next, tant for tent and thar for there.
For our goal this time we will work on leaving spaces
between words.
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e Da/i
; sick
I don't I ite 
beJQ9 side- 
Wu ns I had 
chi kin 
pox- i hnf M 
it nvy mom
[f)£
Wf> Tqor 5Ca-bS
Matt contiunes to write mainly personal narratives. He 
does enjoy writing and chooses to write in his spare 
time. Over the past'several months Matt has written 32 
books. 3 of which have been published. Matt is improving 
in his spatial relationship between words and he is 
making an attempt at punctuation. He continues to have a 
confident attitude toward attempted spelling and also 
attempts to use a variety of resources to assist him in 
his spelling. Matt’s stories continue to contain more 
detail and he enjoys sharing his stories with others.
Matt considers himself an author.
Samantha's Portfolio
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READING RECORD
DATE: September 15,
IQA2
TITLE: Caro con fSfeo-n 
'fcrouors Qxzur
AUTHOR:
'bi\l Mouffrin
COMMENTS:
• 4umed payes Correc+ly
• "read" U3i4b rPluency ? e^pce^ioA
■ eyes o«n coords
■ able -Vo correc+ly label 13 o-f 13 
picbuxes in pocfcxb Chcur+
DATE: SepVerrKiV 21, 
IAQZ
TITLE: ~Tkt Gnormocio 
UJcdcr melon
AUTHOR:
DATE: October 21, IA 92-
TITLE: Siy Applet,
AUTHOR:
LOalkrr
COMMENTS:
UJ& Inane nob Loorkxd o-4 all on knis 
-VoQiL+Var. Sam Chose 4o "read" +hfe 
bcob +o me. SVu made Up a s+onj 
+o rr^a-kh 4bo pictures. eic- " Her 
husband Came home bu-4- 4-bey 
Sbill collIcVv‘4 (Ac4 H ou4. "
Sarnarvbha lodes 4o read •»- tori-ti
COMMENTS:
■ Sam poirvbs 4o icorcls/really looking ufr 
pnnb !
• s\a can poin.4 4o indfoidual board* W
■berv i-f- asttd ,
• able kj pi*4 sebs Clppies in ordiur
and label uoHh numeral and number LOord
. un scrambled Sen knees from S+ory 
easily!
DATE: MOO-MJW COMMENTS:
1) rea-H uoi-hn kluencu and expression •
TITLE: “Fiue Li HU Tompkins'
” Pumpkin, "FUmpkir."
looks ok prirri* if asked Skj Can poirtl 
4o indioidual coord5
AUTHOR: l) +roxLi+inr\nl
2) Jeanne T i-huringkon
2) read uoife fluency + JL*passion - 
perfect Job! Albfe 4"O linscranobl-t 
toards 4o maiu. sen+encto drom +h_c 
Sfe«4 easily1.
DATE: M00M, 14A2 COMMENTS:
TITLE: Oru Hur^c|
Monsfer
Sanr> ordered +Vdo book from 4tu boob 
eluJb- Shu Uarruid 4c. read Ci cd home, 
last ni^kk! x:+ is hc4 an easq book-
AUTHOR: Susan
o‘Keefe
Sb ckid a. uoondxrfuj Job!
(ferrou^fe chandelier, Unless, roamed)
DATE: Moo- IO, IQCtZ COMMENTS:
• GsYecd Job-1
TITLE: TVu. TKree FbearJ • Self- correc4s J f needed 
. 1 • I correspondence
AUTHOR: l5yron Idarfen
. Sam looes fe-uu» boot “ Sla reads if* 
oner e ooer aqdm!
DATE: kfeO-12, 144Z
COMMENTS:
TITLE: Tka Enormous
Sam read 4his boob aloud fo feu. 
Class- Ski used cl oarie+n of cues
uoaAcr melon
AUTHOR:
A did a qood Job - floe haoe hof coorlud
on fvuo -fcaLfhxr-O
Self - Corrected
'"Qead 4hj coords tofifVn- see. Sq4- 21
DATE: kloO.25 COMMENTS:
Sam kau^hk bur self 4-0 read feni shoot.
TlTLE-.—^cM. ar\d |Al6 SVu is Q-feae reacUv! SVm Vends -for
"Tri ends
AUTHOR:
<£cL coord rOoTSball
meaning -She knows lotun bohaf Six 
Sous doesn‘4 ma-b sense and Shx . 
SeV?-corrects. Sk# 4o\d me Ski fries fe 
*Sodnd- ou4“ Kuw coords -
^Sam looos bo read and aluoaMS has a
DATE: Tder-ervibar 4
TITLE: fbeatt
2) A bleepq SW4
AUTHOR:
1) Carol kior-Mft 
z} tlitabdH CxirrouoS
COMMENTS: book in bar hanct! 
Sambrou-^kb 5 dib-femb books 3rom homej
S)u uoanXe-ck '^C‘.l'c"ecu^'' 1 ■ q 1OThis is neb an* easy reader Sana knuo 
eoetu uoard and poinbed *bo each as
Sb. read-
Z)T canb belieoe all 4Kt coords 6am car> 
rpnd 1 shfi reads uoi-H) SU-cb expression-
DATE: danuanj 4
TITLE: Odin OtU Tax 
T5u.rrA>le lion
author: md Si Iden 
+ Jymr» Magon
COMMENTS:
•read per becbly!
• l-l correspondance,
• read blue^bhj wen bhtfuah Sam had 
hob Seen bn is hook be bo re.
DATE: Cor>UUXrL|lI COMMENTS:
TITLE: "Tiru Woppc)
doonoun*
■ exc-eU&nb reading/
- able, -bo discuss sboo]-
AUTHOR: ooenina 
"Xioors
T^cadUr
DATE: 1 lanuafL| 20 COMMENTS:
TITLE: " TYu. UoUSe
33r> ~Tki lJOcods,,
AUTHOR:
kjuddYVi /Adams
■no problems.1
• read eoeru morel 5ebf • Correcbed 
ib ruLtdid
• able +0 discuss s4urt|
DATE: Vfcb- 6 COMMENTS:
TITLE: r^OllSL‘'Tails
■ cyeab Job!
• expression * enbbusiasm!
author: Arnold. lobel • able 4o discuss
DATE: ret> \2 COMMENTS:
TITLE: UOinnie, "TVu
"T-'bo'n
Aopn Sam pro.cAtced read’ir>£ and 
fC-readiinq VLrtVil SVu 4augW-
author-. A.A.mi\np. HerseVA Vta uocsrds.1
High comprehension-
DATE: T«b.23 COMMENTS:
TITLE: "The U5V
Vroq And Toad ~AoQ*Ah±y 
AUTHOR:
Arnold lob%l
(GsreaA ■
Abk Ao VfcWI sA-orp incluLdinq 
aU cbaYacAers Sec^aenco of 
sAm| eo^nAs • (
A See. rutryranc^ record-
DATE: rpjardv 4 COMMENTS:
TITLE: A I604
boards A dinosaur 
AUTHOR:
lAiauji^n Oram
6am Se\erAed Ahi6 iA uoa-s
uera cUAficudA b>uA Shi Loot ltd 
hara Ac decode, each hem board.
DATE: rr)axc)r> \Lp COMMENTS:
TITLE: GolIu tdaUcl
AVu. CoK
AUTHOR: TS.&. Ucnnp^tj
See running record ..
DATE: COMMENTS:
TITLE:
AUTHOR:
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o1 READING CHECKLIST
Name:---------------- R=R<ne£y
Year I Level: \C&2r Q3---- lsV gCddej S=SometimM
Teacher:-- C- ____________ Usually
cztiztl-__ oct23 'rrjaickll
*ATTITUDE
enjoys books ll LL LL
chooses to read in free time u a LL
shares with others u. a LL
borrows books freely u ll LL
maintains silent reading for 
an increasing length of time u LL LL
♦CONCEPTS ABOUT PRINT
Understands that print contains 
the message
LL LL LL
understands directional 
conventions U LL LL
79
understands concept of 'word' U. a UL
i
understands concept of 'letter' a a a
understands terminology: first, 
last, space, line, top, bottom, 
sentence a a
knows meaning of . and ? a a
demonstrates concepts about 
print in own writing a a a
*USE OF TEXTUAL CUES
uses context cues
-semantic cues
-syntactic cues
-pictorial cues
5
a
a
5
a
a
s
uses graphophonic cues U a a
*READING STRATEGIES & COMPREHENSION
expects the text to make sense a a a
more concerned with meaning 
than with identification of 
words or letters a a a
prepared to make predictions a a
self-corrects when predictions are 
unsatisfactory a a
processes- chunks of language 
(doesn’t read word by word) a a
80
1
♦WHEN IN'DIFFICULTY:
reads on to the end of the sentence Ll LL
starts sentence again and re-reads LL LL
uses initial letter as a cue and 
then guesses LL LL LL
uses picture as a cue and then 
guesses 5 5 S
AFTER READING:
can re-tell story in own words LL Ll LL
talks about characters
S S S
recalls main ideas 5 U- LL
recalls details LL LL LL
understands developing sequence LL Ll LL
can describe setting Ll LL Ll
knows whether s/he likes story 
and why Ll LL Ll
♦SHARED BOOK EXPERIENCE
involved with text; shows obvious 
responses (laughs, frowns) LL LL LL
asks for story to be read again LL Ll LL
comments about story 5 S S
81
0CL2\Md JnmciU
asks questions about story
5 S s
joins in during subsequent readings Lt LL Ll
makes comments or asks questions 
about print s 5 S
makes comments or asks questions 
about pictures s S s
retains ’high use' words as part 
of sight vocabulary LL lL ll
selects story to be read 
independently Ll U u
♦SELECTION:
generally selects appropriately LL u LL
selects different reading 
materials for different 
purposes 5 s 6
asks someone else about book
5 s S
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
*The above checklist was adapted from Read On: A Conference 
Approach To Reading by David Hornsby, David Sukarna and Jo-Ann 
Parry, pages 167- 169.
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o^-nuui njicn tiic. ic.u-i_nejr,s '<~u.
4o -tell who4 4be Sdory boas about.
PQarch IZ 
SamaMVxx
READING SURVEY
learn to read?
What is your favorite kind of 
book?
mercer imayer books a-nd book*, likx. LuVulajl .
4Va Su-o So Av Kliyltt
Who is your favorite author?
Mirra Sinsburg
What books have you reread?
Why did you reread them?
T'be tetrad lob book6 like, Chicfca Clticlax "Boom ,b-ihjgg. TU Suq Qro Aj T and foerenstoun
So "To School. X lib. 4Vu> way 4-hey write and the. Words
how‘many books do you think you 
have read this year?
100 ■
What do you think a good reader
is? Someone Who Wlies!
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RUNNING RECORD
Name fiarmMha-,_________
Date Tehcag^ 23. 1333
The following running record shows miscues made by a 
child reading af familiar jtext. The running record was
taken on "A List" from Frog and Toad Together by Arnold 
Lobel.
X X X X
"I have many things to do,"
✓ X
a ■ wake yup. "I
X X X XX
and he crossed out: wake up.
X X X X x x
A list of
Get Dressed, 
x
X s' S S' X X
One morning Toad sat in bed.
XX X z X X
he said. "I will write them all down on a list so that I
X X x X X X X S' S'
can remember them." Toad wrote on a piece of paper: A 
iz x x x X X xxx
list of things to do today. Then he wrote':
x x x xx
have done that," said Toad,
X X X X x
Then Toad wrote other things on the paper, 
x X x / X^X X
things to do today: Wake Up, Eat Breakfast,
XXX x X X X X XX
Go to Frog's House, Take Walk with Frog, Eat Lunch, Take 
x- * X X XX xx x x
Nap, Play Games with Frog, Eat Supper, >tGo to Sleep, 
x z x xxxxx ° wirohen"
"There," said Toad. "Now my day is all written down." He
XXX.xXXX xX X x
got out of bed and had something to eat. Then Toad
X X X X
crossed out: Eat Breakfast.
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RUNNING RECORD 
N 31110 *3 flu________
D3tS__Tehran^ 23, 1993__________
The following running record shows miscues made by a 
child reading ai^unfamiliar^text. The running record was 
taken on The Fat Cat by Jack Kent.
4* 'Z Z' ~Z~) Q Z Z Z
There was once an old woman who was coc _© z „ nurse borCU
z z
oking some gruel 
Z pj.ht z i-fz z z b-b-io-lTj , nursxJ
She had some business with a neighbor woman and *asked the
,z z Z ✓ Zcat if he would look after the gruel while she was gone.
Z Z Z Z Z Z
"I'll be glad to," said the cat. . .
z* z z z z Z Z Z 1—• Z xZ
But when the old woman had gone, the gruel looked so good
z ✓ z z z z z *1' z z s' 
that the cat ate it all. And the pot, too.
z z z z z Z" z z zWhen the old woman came back, she said to the cat, "Now
z ✓ z" Z Z-^revV
what has happened to the gruel?"
z Z Z Z z z Z
ate^the gruel and I ate the pot,
\S~~z~) z z
to'also eat YOU." Z
z z z z z
Z z z
said the cat, "I 
z tZ Z z i/
z
"Oh,
z
too.
z
And now I 
z
am going
z
z
z 
, he
z
ate
z zon the
z z
to him.
z z
; so fat
z z
z
z z
.££>
He went for a walk and   way he met Skohottentot.
Z z   Z Z ✓ Z Z
'What have you been eating.And Skohottentot said , 
iZ z z z z
Z Z Z Z 
And the cat said, 
z z z 
old woman, too.
z z
he ate Skohottentot.
z z
And now
z
z
ZT.oAe and
z
id ■ 
zZ Z __
I am going to also eat YOU."
Z
So
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RUNNING RECORD 
Name_ SctnnctM'bco 
DS“te_ March 2; IAQA_____
The following running record shows miscues made by a 
child reading ^fami1iar^text. The running record was 
taken on Purple, Green and Yellow, by Robert Munsch.
✓ j5 x Z S s Z Z Z S
Brigid went to her mother and said, "I need some coloring 
■z S s s s z
markers. All my friends have coloring markers. They
Z Z /
draw wonderful pictures.
markers."
✓ Z s / y/
"Oh No!" said her mother.
m-m-m
Mummy,
z
/ S S'"
I need some coloring
z z z
I've heard about those coloring 
~ “ - z
markers. Kids draw on walls, they draw on the floor,
✓ Z z 4-hirnr.aiw^s/T) s s
they draw on themselves. You can't have any coloring
markers."
tZ Z «Z
"Well," said Brigid,
markers.
;.z
Z Z Z s Z
"there are these new coloring 
s-------- s v/hfcvc z
They wash off with just water. I can't get 
✓ s </
into any trouble with coloring markers that wash off.
‘ z z »z . *z z
Get me some of those."
z
alright."
z z- z z y
"Well,
z ' z z 
said her mother.
u Z z z ✓ z
So her mother went out and
z
markers.
z z Z z z z
Brigid went up to her room
Z d rawed ✓ ✓ z
md drew wonderful pictures,.Z z C<?n _QrandtJ
She drew lemons that were yellower than lemons, and roses
that.were redder than roses, and oranges that were oranger 
z z
than oranges.
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m TT\TT\T T T\T<"1 T> u1 r'lon Pkr\ u i\ im ± n <3
N cirnG __________
PatG March iLo, 1Q43_______
The following 
child reading
taken on Jake
running record shows miscues made by a 
an^nf amiliar^ext. The running record was 
Baked the Cake by B.G. Hennessy.
✓ .br-,© 321^
The bride’s qown was made in town,’^r^^sc -p y _____ j-
The groom's pants arrived from France,
S ___________ ~T ^z »z- ,z
The champagne came from Spain,
v s a; 7""^ z z 
While Jake baked the cake.
v/ ?f\nce v/ v'
Sally Price bought the rice,
z z ^-^±(3 z z 
The best man hired a band,
z s 4>oM-e^d Uct>,
Mr. Fine painted'the sign,
z Gael z Z
While "Jake baked the cake.
z z z s s
Aunt Kris stacked up the gifts,
✓ Z Z Z Z Z'
The flower girls got some curls.
The little boys made lots of noise, rhymes!)
S Z Z* Z ZWhile Jake baked the cake. gr.
bride? ’'Sc- \b~hcts4ed I z
The bridesmaids* roses tickled their noses.
The ushers' ties were all the wrong size, fSee loot, lOfong
The groom forgot to bring the ring,
y/ z' Z^ z^ Z"
While Jake baked the cake.
k' z z Z Z z Z
The guests arrived to see the bride,
_____ (?) Gv'Tyrf?)leads z s
Preacher Gray led the way,
Z x z z Z
Mrs. King began to sing,
z z z z z^
while Jake baked the cake.
Site-')
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WRITING conference
RECORD
__ /'Jam? •' Sarryaniho.____________________________________
DATE: Aug. 3b iqq2-
COMMENTS: SarnaMha has booko filled uoiVh pictures •'
She looes *Vo* (jo rite!
DATE: Sep+errjbu' IO
COMMENTS: SarianVha. uoro-b. Somi ujords-1 
“ My ”
DATE: Se p tern btv I Lo
COMMENTS: Scum uorcte O- color book uoitK simple* 
SenAtnces •
X See QTcmc^e 
X See blue 
(cV)
r^A-rr CSome ucords uoevt copied trom Char4s
DATE: Sep+ehn bar orotund 4ki room)
comments: SannanVha. took a big Step tulun , Shi corote,
ce pirsonal narrcctioe titled “ffUf (Srarvimcij Apple. "Tree
"Wen tie Apple Fir OFF" fWhen the apple -fell off.)
"Wen X C.1K The Apple" CWhen X caught the apple.)
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DATE: Oct. Co
COMMENTS: ‘z&.m corcAe ex baunAed house book'.
" Mo^n X want Ao be q -fiatry -£or Trick or Treating
TKi kcok is 6 paqes long and -follows a pattern,.
X+ eoen has u cut out* uoindouos.1
TVu boot is T pages 'on3j AoUouob cl pat-ieirn
and. has iittie doors that open Ao Shoco CLuJlfcn.
DATE; Oct lip
COMMENTS: Sam ujrote.' iimicr'Tber Ts A Wth A TM THE HOUSE. T>0 MT OPM THE WOUSE. 
(“[here is a toiAdn in the house. 1>o not open Atu house.?
MY HOUSE XS SAT?E KiO WIKi YAS to Qo TM M\ HOUSS. 
(My house is Scary. Mo one wanAs to g° ih bouse.)
Bo MA opn the House.
DATE: <oc-roe.ee 23
COMMENTS: S^^rAta uoroAe o- bed aboud Kir 4ooAh‘-
“ X tec my tea bom and pot it Yhor rnb pe\o 
C r +00L my Wh Vx>me. and pu.4 i+ Undo- my pillow J
DATE: Mooemtaer Q
COMMENTS: SamanAha uoroAe a Q page hoot Ahat sbuqed 
on oru topic - ■<
“My cozU Aol he Xsdeg bad a <3o<3e
C My cousin T-hul he is big he. had Q. baby)
“X got to se the <3aae" (X got to seeAbebaby)
E: MoO-13 
\MENTS: Sara UOmt-C>a>C L W, .
y « X am GeTMfr +c have A
brnhr To Be. C My bir-Vhday is Movember 25. 33 am 
,oing to have a slumber par Ay-)
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DATE: Xecemker 2,
COMMENTS: Sam toroAc cdoauA bur biankjA- 
* mu TdiaciT x (S-ot FOm &rmne 
(my Wanfcd- X ^oA ■From Germany)
ASaman-iha. ha& ex conf idetA aAAAude Aotoard aA4emp4ed <SfjL^lnV_ 
omd shotos & SArong Sound./ symbol relaAicnship m ntr O-TTem pis. 
She. iooes -Vo uoriAe and uorrtefe ail 44u Arne a4 borne and &t 
School- SVu. looes Ao Share hur Series uoiAb aru^cxu coho coiU liMcn.
PATE: dan. Co , I ^3
COMMENTS: Sam uorcAc cun adap4-a4ion of " UohoSe Aoo4priiAS ? 
Djho5e AboApnrAs?’ Xru docs 
Lohose AooApYirAs? Ahi caAs 
Loho&e W-prinist TH +rd°' C+ar+le) 
ek.
PATE: 29
comments: SamanAha uoro4e cl 9 parA Series di fcoako Called 
A Sckdre Sore ~ A Scorq S\or^
X vjqs ScrD. XA wot> T>k. AnD sore
Grandma.1 The room Was T)tk.
X ran buA X ran bak. Som one was noting Uo The TLoor 
XA Was X>rk. CrrcmclwaJ
PATE: IO
COMMENTS: Sarp> torcAe Kir ocon UerSion o$ “ Aki/kvee J/xord
*She sol Abe. Abree 'bole> or> +be Artbo| and Sbe AeA VarnAem^ 
( SbjL Soao 4hst Ahvee. bocole on 4Vu Aakle and S\u Odi fern 4herry)
PATE: A£b. 22
COMMENTS: Sam tx>rc>Ae a book caWedj The cjvaAfA Vhlm4ins cAa>-j
TYvl cVa 4 sA Said TA »s Votin+ins cU^y ^monxu 
CTAl airaAte said/TA is ValenA'iui dcnoorracu
Xd is Aornorrouj. 3D- is ValinAihg
X Got A VcdihAins crd sad Ahx Ara+sA- 
To*. You sad Ahe apAM An 4he Aeer.
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DATE: CC^oxcJry 3
comments: Sam uonoAe a. book <Ca\\ed " The happghaAs
TVfeWiYs uor hajppy.
Tkl b\ue. heb yjgcls happy- 
~Tkx luWouo hod- uoa* happj-
SarrxinHvL hao uoriVkn SI booko-VViLo yea?.1 
£>Yu looefo Ars oorlVe and uorhes Lohan eoer 
Shi can- ad- home and cb School - Sht, 
has learned rparm conoen-h'ons o-P prinb 
ancl has Vans-fewed ~hmis> irvta success lO 
hjjr feodAna- SKl- IS leaoina Spa-ces beiioeen 
Coords an dousing capibxl leAWs i periods.
£uoort on handuonbng 5 idea Q-p sdonj
DATE:
COMMENTS:
DATE:
COMMENTS:
DATE:
COMMENTS:
WRITING CHECKLIST
Name:__^nrryifrLHcu_________________
Year/Level: J993- 93 /5~t- cyadPj
Teacher: yj. Ehlerding______________
zvii ' /o-tt./H .j-iz
* KNOWLEDGE OF LANGUAGE ORGANIZATION
pictorial representation Z
scribble writing
random invented letters
linear invented writing
strings of repetitive alphabetic letters
strings of varied alphabetic letters
groups of letters with space between
copying sentences or words unrelated 
to stated topic
any recognizable word
developing knowledge of sound/symbol 
correspondences Z Z Z
92
to-7* /-V 3-12
* MESSAGE QUALITY
identifies objects in picture
one sentence description of picture
tells story about picture
Z
has concept that a message is conveyed
(tells message but what is written is not message)
correlation between story read back 
and piece of writing V z Z
correct or nearly correct words 
interspersed in right places v' z z
part of directional pattern is known:
start top left
move left to,right return down left
reversal of directional pattern
correct directional pattern lZ Z z
correct directional pattern 
and spaces between words Z z z
★organization
correct spatial relations between 
letters, size and position z z
confident attitude towards 
attempted spelling Z z z
shows sound/symbol relations in 
spelling:
initial letters z z z
final letters z z z
medial letters z z
93
/o^3, /-v j-g
attempts to use resources to assist 
spelling Z z Z
self-identification of spelling 
errors Z
use of upper and lower case letters 
in relevant places Z
attempt at punctuation Z
use of correct punctuation: 
capitals, periods
z
Z
question/exclamation marks
quotation marks, commas
story of two or more sentences Z Z Z
*MESSAGE QUALITy - LANGUAGE
writing approximates conventional 
form and child matches more or less 
what message says Z
Z z
repetitive independent use of sentences
understands concept of story Z Z IZ
can retell own experiences in writing Z ✓ z
can sequence events z Z z
expresses need to improve or rewrite
prepared to attempt editing for pages 
of a book
94
prepared to evaluate own stories 
against each other to select best one 
for publication 1/
* DIRECTIONAL PRINCIPLES
extensive text without difficulties 
of arrangement or spacing / /
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
*The above checklist was adapted from Write On: A Conference
Approach To Writing by Jo-Ann Parry and David Hornsby, pages 48- 
50.
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WRITING SURVEY
T> ▼ T 1 1 /'-I V"\ <™t -Iuo yuu. ^<jiitj_Lucj_
author? yes
T T z~\ 1 T K'» Z*syum 1 -P cm
Why do you think people write? 
To become, Qood readers and Wlhers and. team
houo 4o uov UcoeA'k/-
Do you think most people like 
to write? yes
Who is your favorite author?
Hirra Anstarj
How do you decide what to write 
about? V- write aboud Staff -tteat happens io
me and +hirigS 33 do.
What has helped you to become a 
better author?
Wriina and feaclinr) a- Lot.
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AUG 2 6 1992 SEP 1 0 1992
p°g
SEP 1 8 1992
nov-E cir56° 
X s e£
T g E. £ Ye I
On this page are three samples of 
Samantha's writing from early in 
the school year. The first is 
from the first day of school when 
her books were filled with pictures. 
The second sample, from September 
10th, shows the first time Sam 
used words in her stories. She 
used words she already knew and 
did not try attempted spelling.
The third sample, from September 
16th, shows that Sam is using a 
combination of words she feels she 
knows how to spell and words she 
can find around the room. Samantha 
enjoys writing and reading and 
fills up every minute of the day 
with one or the other.
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On October 16th, Samantha wrote a 7 
page story about a scary house.
The book followed a pattern with 
each page ending with the words "Do 
nt opn the house!" If the reader 
opened the doors on each page, he 
or she was greeted with a witch. 
Samantha continues to show progress 
in her developing knowledge of the 
concepts of print. In addition, 
she shows an imagination and love 
of a good story.
OCT 2 3 1992
X Tea Mt HOM 
W 1+ vrttte AM Peio
On October 23rd, Samantha wrote a 
personal narrative about loosing 
her tooth at Sping hil Soiel (Spring 
Hill School). The book was 7 pages 
long and stayed on one topic. In 
this sample Sam shows that she is 
now able to consider final letters 
in her attempted spellings. She 
spells tec for took, horn for home, 
pot for put, and pelo for pillow.
Sam is also leaving spaces between
words.
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SEP 2 8 1922
mv W^r* GK Th£
^pPie
£T^R TM
^?\CxmTherocg AeniT
m0<r^ MVW’Ple-
0/^s_3o<^
T W4s h<^
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With her story. My Grandma's Apple Tree, written on
September 28th, Samantha took a big step forward in her 
writing. She now feels confident using attempted spelling and 
used that confidence to write a personal narrative. Her 
story was four pages long and she used 21 different
words, 16 of which were spelled conventionally. The 5 
that were spelled using attempted spelling show that Sam 
is developing a strong correlation between sounds and 
symbols. She wrote wen for when, tie for the, fir for 
fell, cik for "catched",, and aen for ate. All the 
beginning consonant sounds are correct. Samantha was 
able to read her story to me and as she did so she 
pointed to each word, showing that she has a 1:1 
correspondence between spoken and written word. In 
addition, Samantha knows that a message is conveyed in 
her writing and she follows the correct directional
pattern.
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Groomed
T Tar bu+
ZJZ Gx n b <=b 
£t vyas t>r<
3> \Mas D^< 
fW Gar^..
\ h C fooP^ WaS Ttf-k 
Loop Was
Sb of.
5om one V\ya 5
yio b'H9 Ko
Tbx Door:
Door5jD
Do Oio4 ffioV 
s'b Hln
HlTD ^grojnna!
On January 29th, Samantha began a four part series of 
books titled, A Sckare Sore, (A Scary Story). The stories 
are full of surprises and detail. The biggest surprise of 
all is when the reader finds out in part 4 that the stranger 
knocking on the door is actually Samantha's Grandfather.
In the sample shown here, Samantha uses 24 different 
words, 11 of which are conventionally spelled. Her attempted 
spelling shows characteristics of the advanced phonetic stage 
of spelling, she sometimes omits the unmarked vowel when she 
writes hid for hide, mov for move, and sid for said. She 
also omits short vowels when she writes bck for back and drk 
for dark. She has one short vowel substitution, she writes 
shot for shut.
It is clear from her writing that Samantha is learning 
many conventions of print. She shows sound/symbol relationships 
in spelling initial, medial and final letters. She is making 
an attempt to use correct punctuation and she understands the 
concept of story.
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LaQuatta's Portfolio
‘READING RECORD
DATE: September 9, /M&
TITLE: OJheeJs Oh 'Tko 
Guo/'
AUTHOR:
irndrh'or>*-^
date: Sep^mber
TITLE: "Rain
author: Robert KoJan
DATE: September Z'L
TITLE: £g.t oh fh£ 
Mat
author: &rian
LOild Sfhifb
COMMENTS;
■ uOu-f Can Ac/esit
■ looks aU print
■ cue If done
. do-f 7 lab-clo Corfcci In poclat Cheat
COMMENTS:
■Loe.ll memorized 
read oortt) -fluency j expression
, or} page, bUl Oof ClIlUOC/S om,
p rint
■ Uses plcklSe. * bey inning LSound. CUes 
. knuu Ztf !0 Colors. CUareOS
COMMENTS:
. Y&ad uoithout hejifaftin 
■ (jQOS hi hil fo YeCa.ll OYltOhafS ttonh
. ablet Unscramble sen-knees UJith 
hup
DATE: OC-t - / “ 92/
U2J
COMMENTS:
TITLE: Brotcn fear 
£>ro<jun fear
AUTHOR: £>,// Martin dr-
'"TEad11 ■ sbroriq USE oL pisiuTe CUE&
■ rroi LjEi U&iiy /••/ tuord. CoErespondiMt, 
■ELblE-to read Color ajonJs odd rf 
Corded
DATE: OCT. % COMMENTS:
TITLE: S,y fypplei
• read number coords
Correctly
AUTHOR:
mar ion COa.Lla.rz>
• rwdched <5e4s o^jecls 'k natydoeir
coord5 Ct/lo times
- able -h clo&c/aotble a Senknce Jronr\ 
tite coith KjlL/o
DATE: oc/. /4, / 9QZ COMMENTS:
TITLE: FiO± LiHb. 
Monixtp LJamjo/'nQ
^22 T>u fed
AUTHOR:
Gileen Chresfelouj
paraphrased “ first fecu pag€6 
tihjL rest co as ayell Mimoriced
• read uoith Hlutncy t Oppression' 
LaQuatihi Cooes book!
DATE: Octi 20 . IML COMMENTS:
TITLE: Fide Lit/I-C
Pumpkins
AUTHOR:
~Trad.i tional
-LOe. read +hj5 -hgcHw- 
-Hun LaQuaitia reread U
and did IMl.
DATE: flJoO- 2.^^
COMMENTS:
• cue read Hu stimj -fa%.ttur tioicej
TITLE: Jkmpkin,
Pumpkin.
author: deannto
Tijtuding-bon
. LaQua±ta uses pictures Jtr Cues 
and often ecus Zu/v ocon coords 
• able Ho ntdl Hu story wifh help
DATE: kloG- IQQZ
LLU
COMMENTS:
• cue read dhi6 iyedtur
title: (xihose. Mouse;
Are d°a T
AUTHOR: 'Sober/
K.raub
■ abU -fo answer CfursLons aJxxjL 
tin cti&ry
• abLt rebuild par/ u Uiclcon^ 
~Dicbonj , 'TJocki
DATE: Uec-L /W& COMMENTS:
TITLE: Jll fall ~Jy,a)H
• (Jstd. piefcre CtUbo io fead hj 
hisdelf.
AUTHOR: &rian
IDildsmifa
‘ Croodjtb!
DATE: T>£C. 3, /??& COMMENTS:
' LaQuMa. Chose. fhj'6 book io read
TITLE: ah, fdo1.
io me, - $U laucu Cjuik a Jautrf 
tiu uoards
author: Schar/a/ruj 
CairnS
• kaOuad/a JoUes Vo read and. ti/ES 
uertf hard
(rhem are - )
DATE: COMMENTS:
TITLE: LjaLLiL Soon
<Srou-) Tnb Thim 
-ri-Kh
AUTHOR:
7W Mukhins
• LaQuad/oc Chose k read dh/S to rrye, 
ShjLlaneaJ yuife O- deco of bhi luords
. ul^lci /•’/ Correspond! no. between spoJun 
4ujrt'-Hen Guard
DATE: vlan. 20. COMMENTS:
TITLE: /Jo J&om !
' ha-Quad/a S+arkd ouf Slotulp bud 
improved as uue mend aloncf
AUTHOR: $+oru Simitar 
-fr "TV miftcn' - Jronn 
a readur
*>5onu self-Correcting 
’Enjoyed tin ^tirrcj
DATE: Jan- 2/, / 993 COMMENTS: .
La Quaff a. Chose finis book. 3Kl.
TITLE: (food
"7?ot>er
Kneco alrnosf all fhu uoordS - GLj. did 
an ex.ee Herd yob and fead U)ifh 
Jluancy + JUtpression.
AUTHOR: Margo Mot/in LaQuaffa reads all fhu fimt!!
DATE: Jan-25. W«3
COMMENTS:
title: 6 bi file. Gear
@) Green. foear
AUTHOR:
(D 'Diane. hlamm 
$ Alan Rogers
Q La Quaffa is So proud fhaf 3 ho
IS learning fo read.!!G/u had <2 Ueitf 
hard fime, pronouncing pofa-fo and
fomafo- ,
(2) La Quaff a. kruco admosf evtrej UJOrd. 
(had. trouble UJifh aufumj u) intin, i- 
UJhib.)
DATE: Jan. 26, ^<73 COMMENTS:
LaQuaffa ruudicl hjdp with Sow uwds
TITLE: MoUSt VJarfS
Ai Friend
AUTHOR: Mtlen 
(from “Opening floors “)
^huuias abGfo discuss ha sfory
DATE:^t>. 1 COMMENTS:
LaQuoffa, C-hose this storg - if uoas
TITLE: T*ZZq ob'fficu.lt fa hir but loan kJ
•h Qiix U a-hy.' did JairLcjuxll
AUTHOR: GeaneffC
rnctJetly
(fornopeninq Tfoom)
ana Seenud fa eqjy & •
DATE: .fzh- f. W$ COMMENTS: ;
TITLE: ^noSO-us,
"Dinosaur
7h/3 again uuas a difficult book- 
ba Quaff a uoas ahJd fo dISCUSf 
Charaefcri sties fht diffrent
author: /3uron
&irfvn
dinosaurs.
(were -uoa^)
DATE: Fzb-Q, M3 COMMENTS:
• LaQuatha lodes this boob and read6 It
TITLE: Thu. Ginacrbread 
Mon
Oder and Oder
• had trouble iOldb) ‘"Pun, run as
•fast os you Can • •' " mixed ran and
AUTHOR:
\Judrth Smith 
{ & rend a. T^arbeS
- JrotxLIe, u3*‘+h Contractions 
. Self corrects -for meaning...
DATE:
¥
TITLE:
• baQuatta sometimes leades off coord
COMMENTS: ^nd-m3S ” ran tQst and
■ LaQuattco Comments on. story * 
pictures
• /•’/ Correo pondenCe betuoeen Spobtn and
AUTHOR: curitten uoord
• JLaQuatta 15 really cUueloping ad 
artadjjr!
DATE: Feb-Il. H<?3 COMMENTS:
TITLE: Gold!loch *
~Tki 'TTujljl foe. a. r5
AUTHOR: marcia.
Leonard
•ux read this tvgdfur
■ LaQua-ttu Lruccd rnaruy of ttu uJOrd^
J fs learning maruj Conoenjions of 
print !
DATE: Fib-lZ, 1993 COMMENTS:
TIRE.- My. Ooolc
Great »Jot /?
This Is a leutl / boob
AUTHOR: 'Pen Mar it
LaQuattd Commented On print
DATE: Feb. /4y /97J
COMMENTS:
TITLE: LpulJ Soon
GzstP Tnb Them 
TiKL
AUTHOR:
TV ^afch/zi5
Super hob.1
<5Ju has Fna.de do much progress.
Cthem are- ttuu^cc)
DATE: Feb. 23, /QQ3
1UZ
COMMENTS:
TITLE: Frog and Toad 
Are Friend*
Ll)q uoorEtJ on ~hri6 bqtlhU' - 
LaQuahha needud /u(.£> but/X
See So much, grouobh j progress '
AUTHOR: Arnold Lobel idee running record')
DATE: march Z, /9?3 COMMENTS:
TITLE: Uurn/o. T~rgg} 
\Jumjo
Good Job- Cu)e haue Luorkud on -Hrid-J 
Abb- b disCU&l 4 dafruJmU. dbrry.
AUTHOR:
It'odan
DATE: march 1943 COMMENTS:
LaQu-ad+a eoest read 4fu dudica.h on 
pagt + no+rced hhah phi uuord
TITLE: Tl'mt Ton Bed
Thu foabn&titer dat'd
So mu dag ujols “ huo uxrds “ 
LaQLuadta. laued -phis dhortf and
AUTHOR:
T&ggg F^errg AncUrSoO
read id dJell and Ivibh preddi'on.
*du nuudud Oerg h-H-le budp!
DATE: Inarch 1443 COMMENTS:
TITLE: Frog and load
An Friends
AUTHOR: Arnold, bob*!
Good \Job!
DATE: march 22,1993
COMMENTS:
TITLE: fyhuu 7^3 7^
«Sun 6a A-i tdiqhd?
AUTHOR: bl^T
(D rrurna Gins bury 
@ Arnold Lobel
See running records
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REAVING CHECKLIST
name: laQliglfo-----------------------------------  R.Raietg
Year/Level: /7?2-93---------Z&±-------------- S-Sometimei
Teacher: J. Ehording-------------------------- U^UiuaUy
CCT.2Z JflO Z5 March 2o
*ATTITUDE
enjoys books bL bb bb
chooses to read in free time bb bb bb
shares with others Lb bb bb
borrows books freely Lb bb bb
maintains silent reading for 
an increasihg length of time bb bb
*CONCEPTS ABOUT PRINT
Understands that print contains 
the message
bb bb
understands directional 
conventions zx bZ
109
hao /■'/ CorMponcbnct ih
ran c* tneJ bcX"^ HO &p6£t<i --- fa«ftuf-en toordd
understands concept of 'word' ?
UJritin
understands concept of 'letter' LL
understands terminology: first, 
last, space, line, top, bottom, 
sentence
a
z
knows meaning of . and ? •
5
demonstrates concepts about 
print in own writing Ll LL LL
*USE OF TEXTUAL CUES
uses context cues
-semantic cues
-syntactic cues
-pictorial cues lc
5
LL
5
r
LL
uses graphophonic cues 5 LL LL
‘READING STRATEGIES & COMPREHENSION
expects the text to make sense 5 LL
more concerned with meaning 
than with identification of 
words or letters 5
prepared to make predictions
5 S
self-corrects when predictions are 
unsatisfactory 5
processes- chunks of language 
(doesn’t read word by word) LL-
110
ocj22 JgnlitmaMo
♦WHEN IN DIFFICULTY:
reads on to the end of the sentence r 5
starts sentence again and re-reads r 5
uses initial letter as a cue and 
then guesses 5 5 LL
uses picture as a cue and then 
guesses 5 s LL
AFTER READING:
can re-tell story in own words u. LL
talks about characters
5 s S
recalls main ideas
s S
recalls details
S S
understands developing sequence 5
can describe setting
S S £
knows whether s/he likes story 
and why 5 LL LL
♦SHARED BOOK EXPERIENCE
involved with text; shows obvious 
responses (laughs, frowns) Ll LL Ll
asks for story to be read again
U LL LL
comments about story 6 LL LL
Ill
nc422. JaniS much2fi
asks questions about story
joins in during subsequent readings U S
makes comments or asks questions 
about print LL LL LL
makes comments or asks questions 
about pictures 5
retains 'high use' words as part 
of sight vocabulary 5 s
selects story to be read 
independently LL LL LL
♦SELECTION:
generally selects appropriately Ll Ll LL
selects different reading 
materials for different 
purposes S
asks someone else about book 5 £
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
*The above checklist was adapted from Read On: A Conference 
Approach To Reading by David Hornsby, David Sukarna and Jo-Ann 
Parry, pages 167- 169.
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How did you learn to read?
X dnj -fo Sound Obti ilu mn'di
What is your favorite kind of 
book?
T>- k>ooko Lila * Uop Gp l-bp
Who is your favorite author?
kJorman f3ridcoe.ll
What books have you reread?
Why did you reread them?
/4nj land.
To' 6rr}a/{
How many books do you think you 
have read this year?
What do you think a good reader 
is? uj^“
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RUNNING RECORD
TXT ■'-» nr» x-s 7 , . zO1M CtlLL^ LdQuMa
Date < 3ek, 21. iwz___________
The following running record shows miscues made by a 
child reading a^familia^ text. The running record was 
taken on "A Lost Button" from Frog and Toad Are Friends 
by Arnold Lobel.
T✓ v' ✓ Z *z Z
Toad and Frog went for a long walk.
large meadow.
|Z s' s'
iS t/ |/ S i/
They walked in the woods, 
z -- X v' s
They walked across 
z z 
They walked
\S
a
along the river. At last they went back home to Toad's
iz iz z J pz z
'Oh, drat," said Toad. "Not only do my feet 
z s s .s' _rn± s' Z
of the buttons on my jacket."
1/ (Z !Z UZ Z >-■
"We will go back to all the
house.
Z iz *z Z Z
hurt, but I have lost-one c 
iz s' \ J Jsc
'Don't worry," said Frog.
r
places where we walked. 
jZ S’ s s s'
They walked back to the large meadow.
Z s' S S' S S ___X ✓
jZ Z tZ iZ Z IZ
We will soon find your button."
Z T
They negan to 
S >/ S
lodk for the button in the tall grass. "Here is your
s' S S'
button!" cried Frog.
S S' ' iz s'
That button is black,
the black button in his pocket.
That is not my button," said Toad.
4Z s s s' s'
My button was white." Toad put
Z
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RUNNING RECORD
Name LaQn<iHn, ,5\u'iul&_____
Date_ POctrebv 2 Z________
The following running^record shows miscues made by a 
child reading ef familiar) text. The running record was 
taken on Where Does the Sun Go At Night? by Mirra Ginsburg
X X^ X x
To his grandma's house.
x x x x
In his grandma's bed.
XX X x
The deep blue sky.
X' x X |X x X x
Where does the sun go at night? 
✓ do, s s
Where does he sleep?
X XXWho is his grandma?
*x X x x x *x
What is he covered with? 
x x CD xx
Who tucks him in? His grandpa.
A woolly cloud.
X x x
Who is his grandpa? The wind.
x"X X
What does he dream about?
Ii3ha-f UOalC x X XX
Who wakes him up? The morning 
WfHt UkxU x x
Who wakes the morning? The a^:
x XX X
Who is the clock?
X X X X" X
The moon and the stars.
rm clock, 
i/
The village cock.
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RUNNING RECORD
Pl<3.niG La
PatQ mctrchu, 22_________
The following running record shows miscues made by a
un­
child reading a familiar text. The running record was 
taken on "A List" from Frog and Toad Together by Arnold 
Lobel.
X 'S * V y S
One morning Toad sat in bed.
p, y s _______ I
he said.
✓ T T
V S S
can remember them."
'I have many things to do,"
"I will write them all down on a list so that I 
iz ~I~ z s T S S
Toad wrote on a piece of paper: A 
S S write
S
y y y S S S
list of things to do today.
v
Then he wrote: wake up. "I
2Z >/ y
have done that," 
S s' yUrite
y y 
said Toa
T
i/ Sand he crossed out: wake up.
s s \y
A list ofThen Toad wrote other things on the paper.
S y y y yS y
things to do today: Wake Up, Eat Breakfast, Get Dressed,
*z s s s s y 
Take Walk with Frog, Eat Lunch, Take
p*" i/ S l" S' IS' v""
Nap, Play Games with Frog, Eat Supper, Go to Sleep.
---------- — y' y y s s y s
"There," said Toad. "Now my day is all written down.
iz ix ✓ y'
Go to Frog's House,
\S
He
s y' s s
got out of bed and had something to eat. 
/z s y s
crossed out: Eat Breakfast.
y y-
Then Toad
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WRITING CONFERENCE
RECORD
DATE: AU6-2C, IMZ
COMMENTS: LaQuaftu- dreuJ school buses all 'h'lrough hjir 1st 
E^ook- no print
DATE: A^Cf 2?
COMMENTS: La Quatta. dreu) people, in /ur book, and cor ok. 
" the ent>"
DATE: Seph 10
COMMENTS:
LaQuatto dreuo a. picture. of o- burn and 3 Coaji. fcUtaded) 
la.b-e.led -bum B/46Y MoN TOod
C her Use of print!)
DATE: Sept- 2/
comments: La Q uatta 13 banning ~h> uonk letters fhai ftprejend 
~fhj Sounds Shi huarS " Thi End LTS Cab
Alda using print Jrom around ftu room ~k> label pictures. 
rainbouJj color, j^tc.
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DATE: acT 5
COMMENTS: , ,, , , n-~ </La. Quart a is oeng confident U)itb attempted Spelling. «. 
lots and lots of fetters that represent either beginning 
bounds or beginning '+ £nd.i ng Sound5.
X Z- M i z. N T> E P like mg Cousin and This >5 her.
A-lO Spaces between 11 coords"
CLotS
DATE: OC.T-12.
COMMENTS: jLaQuat/n curote a. hallocoeen Storg. /-kr books are full 
of- letters bud .since, fhug after) represent htginning Sounds 
onLg- Sit of-kn firrgcts €.y.aclLp LUhnt Shj curate.
Cjc. Cr TD PP Y M T A - &e.t out of the haunted house, right 
Oolu or else!
"HHU r DlUA Pa ! Pa ! Pa !
DATE: ocTo&Ere 2 b
COMMENTS: LaQu-atta's temporary Spelling Continues 4® improve!
' Me nl Mom &o A Si Mom \MU &o A Si W hne T
( Me and Mon can} go outside. Mom uoouAd you Qo outside LOi+h me •
LaQuaHa looes 4© turik !l . . .
Ski uo/iks liUle books a+ home and brings them ih-te Shave!
DATE: Uoo- M
COMMENTS: taQuxxHa. remains Confident and erdhusias-hc ahevd bar 
turiVinq. SK« ujxxko uoell i ndlpenden-Vly and ravelq asbo Jvr hxlp. 
X hone +o erdeh hxr riakh aj-lcr dLt HnisWs a S+ory or i+ 
becomes uery dtifftcuH Hr Hu +ooo of txo 4o "decode" 
lohad SVu V\aS uon-Hen. SVu. conknues H mix cnpi+al &ncl 
louoex case leHtrs bed Huy due all Hie same size. Wo spaces 
bekoeen coords.
DATE: kioO-l£
COMMENTS: La.Qun.-Ha is Using more ConOervb'onaf Spelling 
mired in uoi-lh aHempled Spelling . SVu also asks people, 
or looks in booU Hr Spellings.
er. Mr Mouse Cnv? mouse) Meuse f6ye Mouse')
Mouse &o
mouse 6re ulp C mouse 6el uip)
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DATE: MoO
COMMENTS: LnQ Liattd coroVe •
* He AH HI HoM We ad &o ~to lue Coo" Crr* and mu mom toe gota 
-Hu too)
"vue see amu&e" We see ol monlau 
“DM llEie" t TVun uje • • ) 1
“VUE S&S A GUF1' (UJe See a cyraf-pe )________________________________
Lo.Qua++a's uon-h'nq 
>uses leP+ 4o riQh-t- direc+ion
► uses spelling approx ima-h'on s - con-fi'derd- alliludt/ 
Cbeginniryj + ending Consoryuii Sounds)
> Corned uuords inlersperced >b rw^h4- places
U0e rutd +o uoork on ca.pi-Val and loujtr Case lel-ltrb 
and. using Spates between coords.
DATE: MoO. 23
COMMENTS: La.Qua.44ra uoroVt a "7 paqe Vtook oJbouA VuY dog. 
T4 sVcu-jed on +opic ~ used Secjuenco
Ml w H "Pape 
lH^ dog bad puppies)
DATE: sJanuorg 21
COMMENTS: LaQuo-i-ba. uorole.'.
This book akouJ- H/ Te.ddy E>ear Aud. He.
*1 Slip we4- rny 4-edcUj Bear PrtJ Vedd-Lj SESS^O rn'e ^-0UG VOL/
(x Sleep Loi+n rry 4eddy bear. rvuj 4eddg Speeks 4o me • Said X looe
DATE: p«bl
COMMENTS: I a QiulU/i lodes 4t> uon-le-Shi ujrilee. tuards, uiords. eocnrds' 
rrso^ are spdled. uoi+k inuenkd Spellirg hotoeoer somi uuord 5 ate 5p-dled 
in a conoenKoncd eoag .
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DATE: Feb.Q
COMMENTS: Lo-Qiuxha Sptrd a long hme marking on +hi£» s+onj. S-U_
(joorks smcu-d ! mis S-Vonq uias 5 paqes long , S4axjs on-topic and 
follouus -6eau.enct:
e*'. Iht ^OOtLL 6LLO.T m€. AUO mV fcUeM AU& WTS 1SU.rr &U+- T>e& 
(TVu book a.bo(jL+ ma and nuj cousin and Hur brother bu-+ +hiSJ
■Boot u "Bua+ nan cu-e £o To "DU F£ at is ■
book oubouJ- loVum uue. go -to -thx J^air)
We wit- -Vo +he. -F eglr we had -Pun . X had wade
(We uoe.n.4- +o -the -Fair u_te had -fun. X had really)
Van. T- had mas Fun You Xid? Yes- 
(fun- X had much -Fu-n. Vou did? yes.)
In hw S^or^ LaQua-H-a had 23 uoordS Spelled Correctly. H-CX 
a-t+empted Spellings .Shoto-tha-t She is developing SoundlSymXol 
relahonslaipS.
llbiwlt= abouL+j Ruz,nJ-cousin, Wr = hjur> dd^-rhe, mid- Luenr, des=+his
Uey beginning •*■ ending consonant Sounds ate almost atnynK rny^rl
DATE:'V^ ^>wch problems are also re fleck d e>. desTfhis
COMMENTS: Teb-12
LaQuatta's books are cy-f-tinj easier + easier Jrrr rvu -bo read.-
Toda^Sbi corok- ct boob abouj yalenttriGS.
DATE: march l^>
COMMENTS: LaQuatt-a lb eoriVing book afk/obook! 
Todaq SVa co roti:
Tbis book a baud- \Aiut- X do cvt home, 
x do a+ home is vuic -t-he cars -pas bi S+op! 
x do at home is Walk.
X do cut home is hau a -prdey. 
x do at- horrve is jump udop.
x do at now Ts Cl ne my room.
PATE: X do at home is do rrvq book.
COMMENTS:^ iS +K< °f +h'tbooL
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WRITING CHECKLIST
Name: La Q mrl la._____________________
Year/Level: 1QQ2- Q'd_______ l5i________
Teacher: C. Etderd-i no________________
per 22,<Jau4 , Kflf(h2Q
* KNOWLEDGE OF LANGUAGE ORGANIZATION
Spictorial representation
scribble writing
random invented letters
linear invented writing S
strings of repetitive alphabetic letters S
strings of varied alphabetic letters S
groups of letters with space between
copying sentences or words unrelated 
to stated topic
any recognizable word
developing knowledge of sound/symbol 
correspondences yes! yes.' yes!
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★MESSAGE QUALITV
identifies objects in picture
■fXIZZ
5 s r
za
one sentence description of picture 5 s r
tells story about picture
5 5 r
has concept that a message is conveyed 
(tells message but what is written is not message)
correlation between story read back 
and piece of writing Lt LL LL
correct or nearly correct words 
interspersed in right places S LL
part of directional pattern is known:
start top left
move left to,right return down left 5
LL LL
reversal of directional pattern
correct directional pattern LL LL
correct directional pattern 
and spaces between words 5
★ORGANIZATION
correct spatial relations between 
letters, size and position
confident attitude towards 
attempted spelling u. LL LL
shows sound/symbol relations in 
spelling:
initial letters 5 yes! CL
final letters s yes! LL
medial letters r S S
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OC122 JAMM Mojth2<)
attempts to use resources to assist 
spelling 5 S s
self-identification of spelling 
errors
use of upper and lower case letters 
in relevant places r r 5
attempt at punctuation r r s
use of correct punctuation: 
capitals, periods . 5
question/exclamation marks
quotation marks, commas
story of two or more sentences 3 S LL
★MESSAGE QUALITY - LANGUAGE
writing approximates conventional 
form and child matches more or less 
what message says
S LL
repetitive independent use of sentences 6 LL
understands concept of story ■? ?
can retell own experiences in writing S S LL
can sequence events LL
expresses need to improve or rewrite
r
prepared to attempt editing for pages 
of a book
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OCT22 Jfttuq mAg(ri2n
prepared to evaluate own stories 
against each other to select best one 
for publication LL UL
★DIRECTIONAL PRINCIPLES
extensive text without difficulties 
of arrangement or spacing
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
*The above checklist was adapted from Write On: A Conference
Approach To Writing by Jo-Ann Parry and David Hornsby, pages 48- 
50.
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author? /e&
Why do you think people write?
TO •SrQext
Do you think most people like 
to write? tas
Who is your favorite author?
klcwriaiL lirirfujelJ
How do you decide what to write 
about?
What has helped you to become a 
better author?
T rexxcL •
XZ.U
AUS. 2 6 1592
From August 26th- 
September 9th, LaQuatta's 
books were filled with 
pictures. She could tell 
about each picture, but 
the pictured usually did 
not go together to tell a 
story.
SEP. ] 0 1992
loo o «6o
I l<rI Dm I 1 I On September 10th LaQuatta first used print in her books. She labeled her picture.
-L /
OCT 5 1332
IUMz
l/PEH
This page is one of 
eight from a book LaQuatta 
wrote about her cousin. It 
says, "I like my cousin and 
this is her." She 
attempted to use the 
beginning consonant sound 
to represent each word.
She has many of the sounds 
correct and would have had 
more, but her problems with 
speech are reflected in her 
attempted spelling.
OCT. 26 1932
LaQuatta continues to 
have more and more 
confidence with attempted 
spelling. She is learning 
many conventions of print. 
She knows that print 
contains the message and 
she is able to read back 
what she has written. This 
sample says, "Me and Mom 
can't go outside. Mom, 
would you go outside with 
me?" This sample contains 
nine different words, three 
of which are spelled 
correctly. The other words 
are represented by letters 
LaQuatta hears at the 
beginning or end of the 
word. LaQuatta loves to 
write and writes all the 
time. She even takes books 
home to work on.
113 o-w
Dajueie
On November 9th, 
LaQuatta wrote a book about 
going to the zoo with her 
mom. The book was nine 
pages long and followed a 
P^t^ern. inspired
to write it after finding 
the Ed Emberly books. This 
sample says, "Me and my mom 
we go to the zoo. We see a 
alligator. Then we..." 
There are 14 different 
words just on this page and 
8 are spelled correctly.
The other spellings show 
that LaQuatta is developing 
a strong relationship 
between sound and symbol.
JAN. 1 2 1993
• y
J\ y+edd/ >- 
yJuS&rr? B
wu'
i\z\/P 4-*r
n Looty da n 
-t-Zl€60. 55iM/Firw 
Wf+da 
Th£/T3 rdrni+
In January, LaQuatta 
began to write longer 
stories with lots of words. 
She can read the stories to 
me even several days after 
they were written. This 
page says, "The next night, 
my teddy bear was gone. It 
wasn't in my room and it 
wasn't in my Mom's room or 
in the front room or in the 
kitchen. I looked every­
where, but I didn't look 
down the basement. My 
friend took it down the 
basement the other night."
This sample shows that 
in addition to developing 
conventions of print and 
spelling, LaQuatta is also 
developing a concept of 
story.
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I 5 boo^
QbO-^ U/tHxDo
at home-
1 do a+ h o m e i’jpi/) y^, 
Toca-tho^e.
IDo t\+hoKv7ei'5wfcrhe
rWB/.
^oa-+b<W^M. 
Ipoa. •
PrJef' jei^av^
^°ath'O^sT^
X"Pocl+ ^Ohqe i'scIk 
roory-).
'book. t'“M’e'-&bn,y
+ne book..
This last sample of LaQuatta's was written on March 
17th. She used 25 different words and 16 of them were spelled 
conventionally. Many of the other words had correct beginning 
and ending consonants, and some had correct vowels. LaQuatta's 
handwriting has improved a great deal and although she is 
still mixing upper and lower case letters this too is improving. 
LaQuatta knows that print conveys the message and there is a 
direct correlation between the story read back and her piece 
of writing. She has a very confident attitude toward attempted 
spelling and her writing follows the correct directional 
pattern. In this story LaQuatta is even attempting to use 
punctuation. She understands the concept of story and can 
retell her experiences in writing and sequence events.
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Looking over the work my students have done during the 
past seven months is really exciting for me. I can clearly 
see how each of them has developed over time. I am proud of 
their progress. To me it clearly shows that by reading and 
being read to daily from real literature, and writing each 
and every day on topics of their choice, children do develop 
in a very natural way into genuine readers and writers. In 
fact, even more importantly, they develop into lovers of 
language, reading and books.
Each of the three students whose work is included in 
this project began their first grade year at a very different 
level and they end the year the same way. Yet to me, that is 
exactly the way it should be. They are each very different 
from one another. They each have a very distinct personality. 
They are individuals and they have retained that individuality 
They each feel successful and indeed they are. I didn't 
expect to feel this way when I first began to look closely at 
their work, but I do! I am very proud of what we have 
accomplished this year!
From his portfolio it is easy to see that Matt is both a 
successful reader and writer. He enjoys both activities and 
often chooses to read or write in his free time. Reading 
came easily for Matt and it has been interesting to watch him 
learn to read a larger variety of books. He is just now 
becoming interested in non-fiction. Writing was a bit more
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writes."
of a challenge for Matt. In the beginning weeks of school he 
was very concerned with correct spelling and either copied 
things from around the room or asked me to spell words for 
him. It has been interesting to watch Matt become more 
confident with attempted spelling and see the quality of his 
work improve as his stories told more about his life and 
interests. On his writing survey Matt said people write 
because they want to entertain. This is one of the main
reasons Matt writes. He writes for an audience of his
classmates and he loves to share!
When I look at Samantha's portfolio I can't believe her 
progress as a reader and writer. She is one of those children 
who remind teachers of the magic in first grade! She entered 
first grade last August making up wonderful stories to match 
the pictures in books but with no idea how to put everything 
she was learning together to actually read what was written.
We started off the year with several very predictable texts
that Samantha was able to memorize. She read them over and 
over again until she taught herself to read! Now she can 
read almost anything and reads all the time! Right now she 
is reading chapter books like Mouse Soup and Frog and Toad 
are Friends with little difficulty. She constantly challenges 
herself. For her reading survey, I asked Samantha what she 
thought a good reader was and she answered, "... someone who
Samantha is of course also a writer! She writes
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daily, even at home. She always has a new book to share with 
anyone who has the time to listen. Her writing samples are 
concrete evidence of her growth as a reader and writer.
LaQuatta is a true lover of books. She is now the proud 
owner of some of her own books including a collection of 
books by Beatrix Potter that her grandmother bought her for 
Christmas. When I asked LaQuatta why she reread books, she 
said it was "...to get smart." This is the way she has 
taught herself to read. She reads familiar books over and 
over again. LaQuatta also loves to write and often takes 
paper and stapled books home to work on. It is clear from 
her writing samples that she has difficulties with oral 
language and pronunciation and those difficulties are reflected 
in her writing. The important thing to me is her enthusiasm 
and determination. She really wants to learn and her progress 
is really something for her to be proud of. I am convinced 
that if LaQuatta is read quality literature every day
she will continue to improve. She has come such a long way!
CHAPTER V
Conclusions and Recommendations
I first began this project due to my dissatisfaction 
with standardized testing, reading level tests, and other 
"ditto" type methods of assessment and evaluation. I was 
searching for a better way to show parents, administrators, 
and other teachers, the progress the students in my class 
were making. While I still believe this is important, I now 
realize there are even more important benifits to portfolio 
assessment. What I discovered, by designing and using 
portfolios as a method of assessment and evaluation for the 
students in my classroom, were two benifits I did not even 
consider when I first began the project.
First, I discovered that the use of portfolios was 
extremely beneficial to the students. Keeping a portfolio of 
work over a period of time and taking the time to sit down 
together to discuss progress and set goals for the future, 
allowed the students to see all that they had learned and all 
the progress they had made since the beginning of the school 
year. We often forget just how far they come in a brief 
period of time. We forget that when they first entered the 
room in August, they drew only pictures or wrote just beginning 
sounds to represent the words they wanted to use in their 
stories. It is almost like magic to discover that they now 
are writing entire books that others can pick up and read. I 
don't think I can ever remember a teacher taking the time to
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sit down with just me and say, "Look at all the progress you 
have made! Isn't it wonderful! You are really becoming a 
reader and writer! You can do this and this and this! Now 
let's work together to set some goals for the future." Where 
I had been and where I was going in my education was always a 
mystery to me. It was like trying to find my way in the
dark. I am convinced that if children are aware of their
progress and are involved in setting goals for their future, 
they will show greater academic growth.
Second, I discovered that by carefully studying the 
children’s writing samples along with observations and running 
records of their reading, I could determine areas where that 
student or a group of students needed extra work. I noticed 
problems with such things as not leaving spaces between 
words, using a mixture of capital and lower case letters, 
weak story endings, poor topic choice, etc. The list of 
things isn't important, what is important is the fact that 
with this information, I could design my instruction to meet 
the needs of the students and I could discover these needs by 
analyzing their reading and writing.
I consider my portfolio project to be a success. I am 
sure there will be small changes to make and I know I want to 
include a math portfolio next year, but overall I am pleased. 
However, I do not necessarily recommend portfolio assessment 
for everyone. I strongly believe that for portfolios to be 
successful the teacher using them must be strongly committed
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to their use. Collecting and analyzing work samples and 
conferencing with each individual student on a regular basis 
is very time consuming. In addition, the use of portfolios 
requires a great deal of professional reading and a great 
deal of quality inservice training. The teacher needs to 
know more than just how to physically set up a portfolio 
system. He or she also needs to know a great deal about 
developmental growth and observational techniques. The more 
I read, the more I find out I have yet to learn. It will be 
a long process, but I am convinced that the results will be
worth it.
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